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Yom INTERNATIONAL
MODEL MAIL ORDER HOUSE

Suppliers to the British and Overseas Governments

HUMBROL BADGER AIR BRUSHES

Illustrated
is model
200

Humbrol Badger 200 Airbrush
set. Contents: 200 airbrush, air
line, power pack connector, 4
jars, power pack, instruction
leaflet and guarantee. £19.54

Humbrol Badger 250 Spray Gun.
Contents: 250 spray gun, air
line, power pack connector, 2
jars, instruction leaflet. £5.05

Humbrol Badger 250 Spray Gun
Set. Contents: 250 spray gun,
airline power pack connector, 5
jars, power pack, instruction
leaflet. £6.3f

ACCESSORIES

MD 1033 Portable Air
Compressor with adaptor

£37.50
50-029 Tyre adaptor 84p
50-0052 Spare jar with lid

19p
50-0241 Jar gaskets (3) 24
50-200 Air regulator £2.96
50-004 On/off valve £1.1

10 ft. air hose £2.16
50-001 6ft. air hose £1.69
100 XF Super fine line Air

brush with cup £25.0
100 IL Super fine line Air

brush with jar £25.i.
20oz. propeltant £1
12oz. propellant 70n
BADGER PRESS & PAINT
250 gun, connector & Hose

-h4 Patra paints, 1 thin
ner £6.69

KING WHITE FIGURES 54mm
German Figures
1  Infantry, rifles sung
2 Officer, peaked cap walking out

dress
3 Afrika Corps Infantryman, advanc

ing, shorts
4 Paratrooper, kneeling with small

arms ,
5 NCO Paratrooper, kneeling auto

weapon
6  Infantry Officer pointing
7 Officer forage cap, pointing
8 Afrika Corps Infantryman

advancing
9 NCO at ease
10 Afrika Corps Infanrtyman arm

raised
11 Afrika Corps Infantryman despatch

case

12 Paratrooper at ease
13 Paratrooper throwing grenade
20 Paratrooper grenade ^ance
21 Afrika Corps Infantryman shorts

22 Afrika Corps NCO arm raised
23 NCO Paratrooper kneeling wit

small arms
24 Afrika Corps Infantryman

advancing with brief case
25 Officer peaked cap binoculars
26 Paratrooper with chute
27 Infantry Officer pointing
28 NCO at ease
29 Infantryman rifle slung
30 Officer forage cap pointing
31 Paratrooper small arms
32 Paratrooper grenade throwing
Japanese
Infantryman aiming rifle No. 14
British Figures
15 Infantryman aiming bren
16 Infantryman sten gun kneeling
17 Lieutenant small arms
18 Infantryman sten gun standing
19 Infantryman grenade stance

46p each

FURTHER BRITISH & U.S. FIGURES AVAILABLE SHORTLY

NEW

AIRCRAFT KIT
L.S. l/72nd scale
Willow Type 93 Intermediate
Trainer with floats Vbp
Willow Type 93 Intermediate
T'rainer with wheels

AIRFIX l/24th scale
Harrier GR-1 £4.31

l/72nd scale
Lockheed F-80C Shooting
Star 28p
Piper Cherokee Arrow li

22p
HASEGAWA l/32nd scale
P.26A Peashooter £1.62

ITALAERI l/72nd :cale
Cant 2501 £1.62

REVELL l/32nd scale
Me 262 Nightfighter £1.62
Tristar LlO-11 £1.62

MATCHBOX l/72nd scale
I  Dornier Skyservant 51p
j  Buccaneer 51p
AURORA l/48th scale

I Aircraft Collector series;
I  8jp each; Sopwith; Nieu-

port 2BC; Boeing F4B-4;
Fokker E 111; Fokker EV.

I  98p each: Boeing P26A;
I  Halberstadt; Breguet 14;

Albatross.
£1.28 each: Oe Havitland
DH ID; Gotha GV.

K.P. Czechoslovaklan l/72nd
Aero L-29 Delfin
Avla B.534
llyushin 11-10/Avia B-33 La

MIg 19 ONLY
Letov S 328 52p
La-7 EACH

AIRMODEL
159 Vickers Valetta £1.12

169 Heinkel He 119 £1.08

NEW KITS
A.F.V.

ITALAERI l/35th scale
Elephant £2.89

TAMIYA
Italian Fiat Ansaldo
M13/40 £1.48
German 8 wheel Armoured
Car Sd.Kfz. 232 £2.77

NICHIMO l/35th scale
Panzer Kpfw 1V/F2 Medium
tank £3.4.
US Army Medium tank
Sherman M4A1 £3.01

E.S.C.I. l/72nd scale
Hanomag Sd. 251/1 SOp
PzKpfw 111 Ausf M 50p

HASEGAWA l/72nd
T.34 Mentor 50p

FUJIMI 1/761..
Elephant 59|
T.34 55p I

MATCHBOX A.F.V's
Panther 28^ I
Comet 28,.
Sherman Firefly

SPECIAL OFFER
Get these pair of ESCI
Plastic kits of W.W.II
bikes in 1/9th scale at

under half price.
Pair 'A'

BMW 75 with sidecar.
Harlay Davidson WI_A
48.

Pair 'B'
Zundarr KS750 with

sidecar.

BMW R75 A1 Solo.
Either pair for only

£3.70

LIQU-A-PLATE
NOW IN FIVE COLOURS 1 1 1

1. Aluminium plate.

2. Dark Anodic Grey (or steel) to simulate dark
anodised panels as on Boeing 247D airliner
or steel parts of any model.

3. Titanium. Matched to real panels of flying
aircraft. For Models of F-100 Super Sabre,
F-4E Phantom 11, etc., rear sections.

4. Jet exhaust. Matched to real flying aircraft,
a very dirty dark brown-brown grey colour
for jet aircraft.

5. Bronze. Matched to the shade of a new
Bristol radial engine nose exhaust collection
ring, such as on Beaufighter.

FOR USE WITH SPRAY GUNS, Badger, etc.
They may be left dull or polished to the degree
of lustre required. They are intermixable and In
jars. After spraying and/or polishing the model
can be sealed with the special sea|er.
LIQU-A-PLATE, state colour 70p
SEALER per jar 70p

WAR GAME RULES

Ancient 1000 BC to AD 1000. Now
in third edition 90p

1750-1850 for use with 20. 25 and
30mm figures, easily adapted for
12V2 and 15mm figures 60p

1925-1975 infantry action. Based on
the Infantry scale for 54mm figures

each 60p

1925-1950 Armour/Infantry. Has pro
visions for ail aspects of tactical
land action. For '20' figures and
models 90r

Reference Books

Armies of the Macedonian & Punic
Wars. Covers period
350-150 BC £1.30

Armies 8t Enemies of Imperial Rome
150BC-AD600 £1.7i

NEW CAMEO FIGURES

54mm
CAl W.S. Churchill
CA6 Baron von Rlchthofen
CAS General Patten
CA9 Luftwaffe pilot
CAIO Roughrider
88p each

54mm Scale

DIORAMA ACCESSORIES
each sheet of white polystyrene app.
12 in. X 6 in. (except Sheet AA8)
AAl Paving stones
AA2 Random cobble stones
AA3 Stone walls
AA4 Rocks and boulders
AA5 6 bases 2 in. x 2 In. for foot

figures plus rocks and boulders
AA6 4 bases 4 in. x In. for

mounted figs plus tree stump and
fallen tree

AA7 2 bases for small diaramas
AA8 Country Lane 18 in. x 8 In.

(ideal for Historex gun team or
1/35 scale armour 42p

AA9 Regular cobble stones with
Central Gulley

AAIO Cobble stones with pavement
and kerbstones

AAl Stone bricks
All above 27p each

B.M.W. HAVE NOW ADDED

A HOME TRADE ORDER

DEPARTMENT

for personal service to every
small retailer. Other B.M.W.
Depts are:

OVERSEAS
Retail Mail Order
Trade Orders

HOME
Re'-ai! Mail Orders
Trade Orders

and naturally, visitors are always
welcome to
OUR SHOP

1000 BC. AD 500 Anc
Naval 65p

Bomber Pilot 1916-18 C.P.O.
Bartlett £3.15

FLYPAST
Nos. 1, 2. 3, 4. 5, 6, 7,
8, 10 95p each

Profile Panzer DIvs. of
W.W.II £1.25

Loco Bound Volumes 3,
4  £5.25 each

PURNELL REPRINTS
The First Warplanes 45p
The Tank Story 45p
1939/45 Warplanes 45p
Warships of W.W.I 45p
The Big Guns 45p
Heraldry of War 45p
Weapons of the Israeli-Arab

VVar 55p
Bombers 1914-39 55p
Bombers 1939-45 55p
Infantry at War 1939-45 55p
The First Submarines 60p

BDDKS

IAN ALLAN
Mustang at War £3.95
Typhoon & Tempest at War

£4.25
Civil Aircraft 1975 £2.75
Civil Aircraft Markings 45p
The Churchill £3.15
Battle of the Coral Sea £2.95
Marta Striking Forces £2.60
Napoleon Army £3.15
Military Dress of the

Peninsular War £5.95

Aero Books
Checkertail Clan (The 325th

Fighter Group) £1.80
Luftwaffe in W.W.H £1.80
US Army Air Forces In the

Pacific £1.80
The RAAF & RZAF in the

Pacific £1.80
Flying Leathernecks In
W.W.II £1 .

The Skybird Group, 353
Fighter Group £1.80

The Fortunes of War
492nd Bomb Group £1.8.

Douglais TBO-1 Devastator
£1.20

Grumman TBF/TBM
Avenger £1.C

DUCIMUS
Insignia of the 3rd Reich

£2.00
Camouflage and Markings
No. 2 35p

Model and Kit Review
No. 2 50p

SHIP DATA No. 2 USS
Alabama £1.20

Setting up a War Games
Campaign £1.60

Armies/Enemies Ancient
Egypt Assyria £2.30

The Finest WRITING & PAINTING BRUSHES
A.B.M.W. direct Import from Japan

FINE BRUSHES FS 20p FM 2Sp FL 30p
FLATS F2 20p F4 22p F6 24p
ROUNDS RO 15p R1 l6p R2 17p R4 18p
MIXED SET OF 5 BRUSHES AS PACKED 98p

E.S.C.I. DECALS

NEW 50p each

DOUBLE ENVELOPE

NATIONAL INSIGNIA

99 Greece, Finland,
Norway, Pakistan,
Portugal, Poland,
Israel, U.A.R.,
Canada, Czechoslovakia

100 Albania, Austria,
Bulgaria, Rumania,
Sweden, United
Nations, Spain,
Yugoslava, Switzerland,
India, Jordan.

101 F84F, RF-84F.

102 East Germany, Turkey,
China. North Vietnam,
Australia, New Zealand.
South Africa, Denmark,
Germany,

103 Italy, France, Thailand,
Cambodia. Lebanon,
Mexico. Phllliplnes,
Leopoldville, Brazzaville,
Libya.

104 USA. Douglas A26
Invader.

AIRMODEL KITS
304 Grumman TBM
148 Heinkel He70F

3WSU Avenger 87p
Blitz 87p

165 Grumman AF2W
and S Guardian 87p

159 Vickers Valetta £1.12
168 Hunting Pembroke £1.14
148 MacOonald RF-48,

C.E. Sikorsky H-34
(3.58) 36p

153 Piaseckl (Vertol)
H21 63p

139 Grumman FllF-l
Tiger 82'-

303 Gurmman Cougar £1.00
255 Biohm & Voss

BV222A Wiking £4.50
303 Junkers Ju88 50p
201 Junkers Ju87A 56p
205 Grumman E-10

Tracer £1.80
204 Grumman

SE2 Tracker
CIA Trader £1.80

160 Curtiss SBC-4
Helldlver 87p

L86 Boeing 850 £2.50
L54 Skynight Douglas

F302 £1.08
181 Junkers Ju 86 £2.27
164 Martin AM-1

Mauler 97p
169 Heinkel He 119 £108

BMW MODELS, 327-329 Haydons Rd., Wimbledon, London, S.W.19. Telex 928 374. 01-540 7333/4



PETITE PRECISION

NOW OBTAINABLE

AT

VICTORS HOBBIES,

JOHANNESBURG,

S.A.

a power tool for the modeller

Diameter:

33 mm

On Nov. 9-10th at the

Lancastrian Hall,
Swinton, Manchester,
we shall be on display
and demonstration at

the Northern Militaria.

Length:
125 mm

Torque:
105 cmg

Chuck size:
2/10 to
2.5 mm

2 batteries
4.5v. In series

AC/DC Trans

Car battery

THIS PRECISION EXAMPLE OF FRENCH ENGINEERING IS A MUST
The high power pa'!;, size drill operates from 2 x 4.5v batteries or any DC source (a model train transformer for example) up to 14v.
so is equally suitable for 'field' or workshop use.
Supplied in a strong carrying and storage case, the complete outfit consists of drill with three collets, battery holder, five assorted
drills, seven assorted burrs, three routers, six grinding stones and seven assorted polishing discs and brushes.
The drill may be hand-held for routing, engraving, polishing, cutting and so on, or clamped in the special drill stand - an optional
extra, but for which space is provided in the carrying case - for precision drilling, etc.

PRICES • Complete SUPER-30 kit as illustrated
30 tools)
Mk. 11 Drill Stand
Drill only

(less batteries.
£14.00 30p p.p.
£3.50 17p p.p.
£6.65 25p p.p.

•SUPER-10 Kit in X 2 X 4 in. case with Drill. Battery
holder, 3 collets. 10 tools £10.85 25p p.p.
Flexible drive shaft £4.80 22p p.p.

All above prices include VAT

1. Selection of tools in Super 30 kit. Drill shown in
stand

3. Flexible drive approx. 16 in.
long with collets

4. Complete 30 tool kit In
case showing space for
stand

Sole Distributors:

PRECISION PETITE LTD.
119a High Street, Teddington, Middlesex TW11 8HG

Tel: 01 977 0878
Send SAE for illustrated leaflets and order form



INTRODUCING.

SOLDIER ON!

I5mra CAST METAL WARGAME FIGURES

if
#

INFANTRY 15p pei' pack of 5
A.C.V. 1 Regular in kepi advancing
A.C.W. 2 Regular in hat advancing
A.C.W. 3 Zouave advancing
A.C.W. 4 Sharpshooter in kepi lying, firing
A.C.W. 5 Sharpshooter in hat lying, firing
A.C.W. 6 Sharpshooter in kepi standing, firing
A.C.W. 7 Volunteer in kepi advancing
A.C.W. 8 Volunteer in kepi and blanket roll adv.
A.C.W. 9 Volunteer in hat advancing
A.C.W.10 Zouave in kepi advancing
A.C.W.11 Volunteer in kepi standing
A.C.W.12 Volunteer in hat standing
A.C.W.13 U.S. Colour group
A.C.W.14 C.S. Colour group
A.C.W.15 Dismounted trooper in kepi kneeling, firing
A.C.W.16 Dismounted trooper in hat kneeling, firing
A.C.W. 17 U.S. Marine advancing* ^ these items to follow
A.C.W.18 U.S. Marine Colour group*

CAVALRY 20p per pack of 3
A.C.W.30 Trooper in cape and kepi charging
A.C.W.31 Trooper with hat and pistol charging
A.C.W.32 Colour group in kepis
A.C.W.33 Colour group in hats
A.C.W.34 Horseholder in kepi & 3 riderless horses
A.C.W.35 Horseholder in hat & 3 riderless horses

ARTILLERY Various prices

A.C.W.50 12 pdr. Napoleon & limber (6 part kit) 25p
A.C.W.51 Limber horses 20p
A.C.W.52 Limber horses & riders in kepis 20p
A.C.W.53 Limber horses & riders in hats 20p
A.C.W.54 Artillerymen in kepis (5 figs.) 15p
A.C.W.55 Artillerymen in hats (5 figs.) 15pA.C.W.55 Artillerymen in hats ,5 figs,

/

P 5, P-ORDERS UP TO £2" 14p, £4" 18p , OVER £4-FREE
OVERSEAS (surface MAIl) 20% OF ORDER TOTAL

COMING SOON-NAPOLEONICS.

fSOLDIER ON! (MiniatureModels)
11 Cyril Rd.Springbourne,Bournemouth,Dorset.BH880E



BRIDLE MODELiS Tel: 01-777 4908

2 Bridle Parade, Bridle Road, Shirley, Croydon CRO 8HA
NEW from HISTOREX 741. Field Forge with four horse team and drivers
EB.20. FORGE only £3.00. 742 LANCERS OF BERG 1809-1812 in short tailed
jacket and hungarian boots, 1812-1813 in Kurtka and overalls, both periods
Elite or Centre Co available £1.65 each. 743 ARTILLERY ARTISANS 1804-
1815. Master Artificer and Artificer in full dress 80p each. Smith working
at anvil. Assistant Smith operating bellows, Artificer carrying bucket and
tools, pack of three only £1.65. We carry a large stock of Historex kits
and hold one of the largest stocks of spares in London and Surrey. Cata
logue 90p, posi 8p, spares list free (send S.A.E.)
HiSTOREX, Mounted figures £1.65. Foot figures 80p. We stock all the kits
and hold one of the largest stocks of spares in London and Surrey. Cata
logue 90p (post 8p). Spares list (free, send S.A.E.). NEW FIGURES AND
EQUIPMENT FROM HISTOREX, CAMPAIGN, FORGE, with complete tool
kit £3.00, SMITH, ASSISTANT SMITH and ARTIFICER all in working tenue
with trousered legs - three figures in one packet. £1.65 LANCERS DE BERG
Officer - Trooper - Trumpeter, all mounted £1.65 each.
SERIES 77. Stage 14. PRUSSIAN HEAVY CAVALRY 1900.
14/1 Trumpeter Saxon Carabinier Regt. (Parade Dress)
14/2 Standard Bearer Garde Du Corps (Parade Dress)
14/3 Adjutant Line Cuirassier Regt. (Overcoat)
14/4 Officer Garde Du Corps (Gala Dress)
14/5 Trooper Garde Cuirassier Regt. (Parade Dress)
14/6 Sergeant Major Line Cuirassier Regt. (Peaked Cap)
14/7 Officer Live Cuirassier Regt. (Undress Uniform)
foot £2.50. Samurai £2.85. Mounted £7.50. Camel and Rider £10. 54mm kits
Foot £1.70. New lists now available of all Series 77 products, send S.A.E.
TROPHY. All 54mm in kits. Foot: Welsh Bowman at Crecy £1, French
Musketeer 1665 90p, Landsknecht £1, Samurai £2.20. Mounted: 13c Knight
£2.25, Byzantine Cavalryman £2.25, Marshal Ney £2.25, Murat and ADC
£4, Samurai £3.65, Sythian Cavalryman £2.50. NEW. Polish Winged Hussar
£3.50. The Earl of Essex £3.50. Plains Indians £3.25.

STADDEN. Complete catalogue of all Stadden 54mm foot and mounted
kits, also 90mm figures, 25p (post 5p), 30mm list 15p (post 5p). Prices
54mm foot £1.25, mounted kits £2.00, 90mm figures £2.95, 30mm figures
15p foot, 60p mounted.
PHOENIX. 54mm Regency Period figures (1800-1820) all at £1.32 each, see
September issue for full list or send for catalogue 40p (post 8p.)
MEN 0' WAR. All in stock at £2.50 each.

LASSET. New British Peninsular. Light Company. L650 Officer in shako.
L652 Sergeant. Battalion Company. L655 Officer in cocked hat. L657

Sergeant. L659 Private Grenadier Company. L662 Sergeant. L663 Drummer.
L664 Private. Fusiliers. L667 Sergeant. L668 Drummer. L669 Private. Britsh
Waterloo. Grenadiers. L702 Sergeant. L704 Private. ALL at £1.20 each.
SANDERSON. New Press Gang Figures all in stock. Also all the rest of
Sanderson range, see Greenwood & Ball advertisement for details.
CAMEO. CA1 Churchill. CA2 Goertng. CA3 MacArthur. CA4 Eisenhower.
CAS Mussolini. CA6 Von Richthofen. CA7 Lee. CAS Patton. CA9 Luftwaffe
Pilot. CAMEO AND SANDERSON 54mm 95p each. The NEW GREENWOOD
& BALL CATALOGUE at 40p (post 8p) lists all the LASSET, SANDERSON.
CAMEO and GARRISON figures.
HINCHLIFFE. WE STOCK ALL THEY MAKE and all the new figures as they
are released, see HINCHLIFFE advertisement in this issue, or send for the
new catalogue 50p (post 8p) or the current White List 6p (post 5p).
MINOT. 30mm S.A.E. for free list.

AMERICAN FIGURES. Now in stock by Imrie/Risley, Cavalier. Bugle and
Guidon. Old Guard. Vallance, Valiant - Superior 90s and Little General -
all stocked - but as figures are coming and going all the time please place
specific order and if we have in stock we'll put on one side or order it for
you.

PAINTED FIGURES. We have a number of Stadden 90mm Series 77 foot
and mounted, also two one-off German 90mm and one 80mm. German
Cavalry Officer - 1 only Phoenix 30mm and a diorama of a bawdy tavern
scene with 12 Sanderson Cavalier figures in Perspex box by Peter Allen at
£40.00. Send S.A.E. for full list and prices.
OTHER FIGURES AND KITS by: Rose (Catalogue 75p, post 5p). S.E.G.O.M.
(free list, post 4p). Ensign Miniatures.

MAIL ORDERS. P.&P. U.K. only. -o
over £4 free, add 15p for orders tK
under £4. Overseas Mail (surface) -a
add 20 per cent to order total.

SHOP HOURS: 9,15 to 6.00,
Sundays 10.00 to 1.00 ^ ® towcst

Closed Mondays, S'SS?" Wickham Rd ""o

NO PARKING RESTRICTIONS. gSS.'.
Come and look us over - we HH ^
specialise in figures and things to H 'S

aid the modeller. *

GIIQ MICRO - ARMOUR

UK10

(Churchill III)
G6

(Tiger IE) R2

(T34/85)

G22

(PzKpfw IV/F2) (Panther G)

SEA/D 6 PENCE FOR ILLUSTRATED LISTING

GHQ put in the details that others leave out
VWS«UE micro-armour ® 1/in SCALE MjCRO-ARMOUR ®

New Hope Design-Rothbury-Northumberland NE65 7QJ-



Telephone: 01-584 2758

15 Exhibition Road, South Kensington, London S.W.7

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10.00-6.30. Sun. 2.00-5.00

AVALON HILL boxed wargames from stock

Tactics II

Gettysburg

D-Day

Waterloo

Stalingrad

Africa Korps

Midway

Battle of the Bulge

Blitzkreig

Panzer Blitz

Luftwaffe

Origins of iV.W.II
France 1940

Richthofens War

1776 American War of

Independence

3.90

4.90

4.90

4.90

4. 90

4. 90

4.90

4. 90

6.35

5. 90

5,90

5. 90

5,90

5,90

xc Jutland
Anzio 74

5^ Panzer Leader
Chancellorsville '74

Alexander the Great

^The Third Reich
#

WARGAMES RESEARCH GROUP

,35) These new
.35) items

.35) available

.35) mid November

.35) Please order

. 50) now.

Decline and Fall 3.30
Seastrike 3.90

Please add 30p postage and packing
to all games,

We also stock all Wargames Research Group
Rules and books.

Now available at last full range of 285th G.H.Q. Micro Armour, Send S.A.E.
for list. Also new Heroics, NATO etc.

^ ;"V; : '

P
.•jasafc

mm

ll

A Seorpion tank luat aftar -unloading from a Royal Air foroo Horouloa airoraft at
lAF Akrotirl.

(Photo: Cpl. D.V.Edwards HAP)



tI)E ItlObEl ?{)0P
JACKLEX 20nmi FIGUEffiS (British Scale

NEW! SOLDIEIiS OP THE CZAR - A new range of Russian Army figures
in 1900 style Uniforms.

R1 - Infantry On Gtiard Position R6 - Cavalry Trooper
R2 - Infantry Standing Firing R7 - Cavalry Officer
R3 - Infantry Rxinning At Trail Arms R8 - Cossack Lancer
R4 - Infantry Advancing R9 - Cossack Officer
R5 - Infaiitry Officer

NEW! Additions to American Civil War Range

JA 18 - Union Infantry Kneeling Firing

JA 19 - Confederate Infantry Kneeling Firing

Personality Figure - J.E.B. STUART

RECENT ADDITIONS - Dismotinted Cavalry American Civil War. .
Colonial Field Gun, Limher, Horses and Riders,
Standing Gun Crew, etc.

EXISTING RANGE - British Colonials 1890 - I9OO, Indian Army, Zulus,
Indian Frontier Tribesmen, Naval Landing Party,
American Civil War, World War One.

PRICES - 7p FOOT 17p CAVALRY P & P - 15p per Order. OVER £5 PRE!

SEND S.A.E. FOR FREE PRICE LIST

gt anne? roab.
barrotD.mibbx.

TEL: - 01-427-0387



WARGAMERS
NEWSLETTER

Editor: Donald Featherstone

NO 154 JANUARY 1975

Editorial Office

Donald Featherstone

69 Hill Lane

Southampton S01 BAD

Hants, U.K.

EDITORIAL
A Victor K2 tanker of No.232 Operational Conversion Unit. RAF Marham,

Friends well- refuels two Lightning f6 ' s of No. 11 Squadron from R.A.F. Binhrook.
known in the military (Photo: Peter Stevenson, MOD^ (.Courtesy of Ministry of Defence). •
collecting world, such
bs Roy Belmont-Maitland of Tradition and Neville Dickinson of Miniature Figurines, together with
others, tell me that ny editorial is the first page they read, heing eager to see what crusade is
being pursued in that particular month! I am pleased that my intentionally out—spoken comments and
criticisms are of such interest because I have always believed it to be the duty of the Editor of an
independent journal such as this to point out failings in our hobby without fear or favour. Believe
me -I 1 can assure you that, in spite of being published by Tradition, Wargamer's Newsletter
still independent - ask Roy Belmont-Maitland if you need confirmation!

1 have never made any bones about my belief that warffamers as a whole are hard to please And
often unreasonable and subsequent events relating to an e. tier situation bear me out. In the July
and September issues there were letters from wargamers bit rly complaining of the manner in which
20mm wargaraes figures had disappeared from the market and in my July Editorial I made the point that
it seemed their complaint was more about the prices of figures than anythihg else. At the time I
explained that the price of metal and general overheads had risen at a far greater rate than the
prices of the figures sold by the majority of commercial manufacturers. However, a number of war-
gamers came forward to offer painted armies of 20mm figures to supplement the forces of those com
plaining about non-production of figures in that scale. 1 am now told by Chris Scott^who offered a
large quantity of well painted 20mm figures,that he has been offered 2^p each for them! A joke is
a joke but blow a pantomiife and how anyone can reasonably expect to get painted figures (to any
standard) for about a third of their original price as metal castings seems to me to be the height
of unreasonableness. It is always difficult to value a painted figure and in most cases the un
fortunate seller rarely gets much more than the price he paid for the original casting although it
would be more fair to suggest that a painted figure is worth at least its original price as a cast
ing plus 50^. So it seems that I was right in my July Editorial when I said that rather than com
plaining about lack of 20ram figures, the complainees were agitating about their price!

Still on unreasonable wargamers - if any reader has written me a letter and not received an
answer then I can tell hira without any hesitation that it is because he did not enclose a stamped
addressed envelope. There is rarely a day passes without a letter arriving here, invariably asking
questions that require answeis or for samples of the Newsletter, etc., and without any stamped
addressed envelope or any means of coping with the high postage charges that prevail today. I am
afraid that I can no longer reply to letters asking questions unless the sender is sufficiently
thoughtful to enclose the return postage.

Recently I have been building a rather large and extensive terrain for my son's model railway
- tunnels, roads, bridges, rivers, etc., etc., and I have greatly enjoyed doing it. There is very
little difference in mod-1 railway terrain and wargames terrain but very few wargamers take the
trot\ble to build up table-top battlefields that in quality, authenticity and realistic appearance
match those of the model railway enthusiast. A wargame is far more enjoyable when fought over a
realistic terrain and I have never ceased to urge _tliat fact upon my fellow wargamers. A rather in
teresting thought occurred to me whilst making this terrain, particularly when my son sent trains
round to see if the tunnel mouths were large enough or if the points worked or if the curve of the
rails was too great, etc., etc., and numerous halts and derailments occurred. These . 1-- found to
be a source of great irritation and I suddenly realised that one of the greatest boons of wargaming
is that there is nothing mechanical about it, all our little men are moved by hand so that we are
not plagued by faulty connections, lack of power and the other things that turn mechanical trains
and vehicles into frustrating immobile objects. In tlie past, when comparing the merits of model
railways with wargaming, the. point has been made that it is the mechanical and mobile aspects of
'iiodel trains (and racing cars I suppose) that makes that hobby superior to our wargaming. I can
now strongly refute such suggestions and completely reverse the argument by saying that wargaming
MUST be better than the mechanical hobbies because we do not have to rely on power nor suffer the
frustrations when it is missing or faulty!
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GOR KHATRI MARKET PLACE, PESHAWAR

Mandi Gate

1  Serai

2 Storehouse A

3 Guardhouse

4 Temple

5 Nandi Shrine

6 Storehouse B

7 Missionaries' House

8 Kissa Khani

9 Horse Market

VICTORIAN COLONIAL CAMPATGNS ON TTTR

NORTH-WEST FRONTIER

Throughout the days of the British Raj in India a large army was deployed on the North-West
Frontier of India, always mohilised for active service. After the Afghan War of 1879 there was no
heavy fighting on the frontier for some years as the tribes, while never quite at peace, did not
provoke another large expedition until October 1888. Then it was necessary to march a whole division
of troops into the Black Mountains at the northern extremity of the North-West Frontier, a region
never before penetrated by the British. In an arduous but not costly campaign the British returned
after a few skirmishes with the loss of 25 soldiers.

ooOoo

At 5.30 a.m. on the very dark night of the 2nd of November, 1894, the camp at Wana was suddenly
roused by taree shots followed by wild yells and the beating of drums. At the same time a desperate
rush of some 500 fanatics over-ran the left flank and rear of the camp. Rushing in quickly, they were
over the defences and into the middle of the camp before the Gurkhas could turn out of their tents.
Under cover of darkness, the enemy had crept up two large ravines to the west, rushed the picquets
^one of which had fired three alarm shots) and charged straight down into the camp. Another party
breaking in at the rear did much damage among the transport, freeing the horses in the hope of caus
ing a stampede.

The Gurkhas rallied and eventually drove the enemy from their spart of the camp; the-reserve of
the regiment formed a rallying square in their camp and fought hand-to-hand with the enemy. The
enemy made two further attacks from the same direction but were beaten off as the infantry got in
several effective volleys by the light of star-shells.
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ADVENTURE ON THE NORTH-WEST FRONTIER OF

BRITISH INDIA

Ted Herbert

The following account, which is divided into
two parts, deals with a skirmish action at Gor Khatri market place in the old part of Peshawar,
headquarters of the Punjab Frontier Force and of a brigade of the Bengal Army; it was also the near
est town in the British Administrative Area to the lawless regions of the Khyber Pass. Part I des
cribes the situation in which Sub-Lieutenant the Honourable Edwin Allardyce found himself one sunny
day in August 1874 and Part II indicates how the situation was re-enacted as a wargame - and the
results thereof.

Gor Khatri was originally a place of pilgrimage for Hindus who came from many miles away to
shave off their locks as a sign of devotion but on this occasion it was a Moslem - the notorious
outlaw Bahram Khan - who had a close shave.

PART I; DOWN IN THE MARKET SOMETHING STIRRED

SCENARIO;

The Gor Khatri market place is iBuBtralBd in the accompanying sketch drawn by Sergeant Makepeace
King R.E., who was later unfortunately killed by dissident tribesmen who ambushed a hosf)itaI party
en route from Peshawar to the sanatorium in the hills near Cherat. The sketch gives a much simpli
fied impression but nevertheless shows the main features that are important in describing the action
that occurred at Gor Khatri on the afternoon of Tuesday, II August 1874.

The market place lies in the heart of the old city and is surrounded by a high wall, built of
crumbling sun-dried mud bricks of the same colour as the soil - a very dirty brown. The wall is
ornamented on the inside and outside with grotesque Hindu figures painted in brilliant colours. The
houses around the market place are built of a frame-work of wood filled up with small burnt bricks;
the roofs of the houses are flat structures enclosed by wooden frames filled with sun-dried mud to
provide a cool sleeping place for the inhabitants in the hot season. There are only two exits from
the market place - the Mughal Gate of the Serai and the Mandi Gate, which leads to the Lahori Derwa
Gate in the outer wall of the town. The towers at the Mughal Gate contain office accommodation for
the Tehsildar (district administrative) staff and to the South of the Gate is a guardroom where a
detachment of the 5th Sikh Infantry is posted in case of trouble amongst the unruly tribesmen who
are crowded together in the wretched living quarters of the old town.

The walls themselves are some 12 feet or so thick and are honeycombed with small rooms,
passages and steps leading to the battlements at the top. At one point in the North Wall there are
two windows (see sketch). The more prominent buildings around the market place include the Serai,
officially designated as a resting place or Government House for Native Gentlemen, two storehouses
containing various boxes, sacks, ropes, and provisions, and the Temple of Gorakhnath, linked to the
subsidiary Nandi Shrine. In the South-East corner is a house where two missionaries used to dwell;
their efforts met with little success amongst the fiercely independent Frontier tribes and they have
recently departed. The market place contains various sectors; in the centre are the grain market
and the horse market and in the shade of the Khajur trees near the missionaries' house are thriving
stalls selling such goods and produce as grapes, apples, walnuts, ice, turquoise stones, Kabul coats,
shawls, socks, swords, chain armour, blankets and articles of Russian leather - all the tribes are
encouraged by the Political Department to come to Peshawar to trade, provided that they do not bear
arms in the British part of the town (the cantonment and adjacent areas) and do not exercise on the
Mall during European hours. The only other feature of note in the market place is the Kissa Khani,
a well-paved road running between the two gates and along which a horse-drawn wagon is slowly
journeying. The weather is hot and dry and a myriad of sand flies invest the whitish dust that has
been blown in by an easterly wind.

THE SIKII QUAHTER-GU.-'U!T;:

In the guardhouse near the MughaJ Gate, Sub-Lieutenant the llonourahle Edwin Allnrriyco languislies
at a desk. lie feels some-diat disgruntled as liis guard duty has meant that lie has missed the Tucsda\
lunciieon of kippered salmon and truffled pate in the mess and has had to exist on camp rations. He
is reflecting on the misfortune that has led to his company commander sending out a novice officer
to gain experience, when normally the detachment would have been commanded by one of the native
officers. The detachment, drawn from H Company of the 5th Sikh Infantry, consists of the following
men; most of whom have a smattering of the Pathan language, Pushtu. Sub-Lieutenant Allardyce also
knows a little Pushtu, although the financial inducement of an additional 100 rupees a month to
Pushtu-speakers is of less interest to him than to some of his brother officers.



Firearm Melee Factor Firing Factor

Sub-Lt. Edwin Allardyce
Jemadar Godse Singh
Havildar Pir Singh
Havildar Hari Singh
Naik Parasiya Singh
Bugler Mangal Pande
Sepoy Vishnu Singh
Sepoy Songh Singh
Sepoy Narain Singh
Sepoy Sher Dil

Novice

Average
Veteran

Veteran

Veteran

Novice

Novice

Novice

Novice

Novice

Revolver

Snider-Enfield

Snider-Enfield

As the action opens, one of the water-carriers to the Regiment, a fellow named Gunga Din, Bursts
into the guardroom shouting that the notorious outlaw, Bahram Khan, is Believed to have arrived in
the market place, together with some of his followers.

RELIEF GUARD:

Meanwhile, at the other end of the market place, another detachment of Sikhs, under temporary
command of Captain Horace Handyman of the Political Department has just entered through the Mandi
Gate. Captain Handyman has also heard rumours of Bahram Khan being in the market place and has
ordered the Sikhs, en route to relieve the guard at the Lahori Derwa Gate, to double to Gor Khatri
with all despatch. Captain Handyman speaks fluent Pushtu and some of the Sikhs, like those at the
Mughal Gate, have a smattering of the language. The detachment consists of the following Men

Captain Horace Handyman
Subadar Manball Singh
Lance-Naik Badri Singh
Sepoy Manglarara Singh
Sepoy Ramdass Singh
Sepoy Ranbir Singh
Sepoy Mehnat Singh
Seppy Thaman Singh
Sepoy Baksh Singh
Sepoy Rumball Singh

Average
Veteran

Average
Novice

Novice

Novice

Novice

Novice

Novice

Novice

Firearm

Revolver

Snider-Enfield

Melee Factor Factor

As can Be seen, the 5th Sikh Infantry contains a high proportion of untried recruits. The
absence of a firing factor means that the man has only a melee weapon.

THE PATHANS:

And so we come to the villain of the piece, the outlaw for whom every British officer on the
Frontier is looking - Bahram Khan, the half-brother of Nauroz Khan of Lalpura. Bahram Khan grew up
as a wild and restless character wlio wanted to secure notoriety by the murder of a British officer.
On 21 March 1873, he succeeded. Major Macdonald of the l6th Bengal Cavalry was walking unarmed with
a fellow officer on the banks of the Kabul River above Fort Michni, where Bahram Khan was stationed
as collector of tolls for the raft service across the river. The Mohmand and his followers sprang
upon Major Macdonald, who received a matchlock-ball wound in the thigh and was then hacked to death.

Despite a fine of 10,000 rupees on the local tribe (the Tarakzais), which was rather unfair as
tribesmen from a nearby village had helped the other officer to escape, no word was heard of Bahram
Khan until 13 August 1873, when his band of renegades attacked a patrol from the 2nd Merthyr-
Tydfilshlre Regiment outside the South Gate of the cantonment at Peshawar, wounding Captain Ivor
Ogmore-Pritchard severely. A further act of iniquity occurred on 30 October 1873, when Bahram Khan's
outlaws killed Captain Derval Hampton of the Political Department and captured a Gurkha officer,
Subadar Maniraj Gharti, at Groti Bridge. Although Bahram Khan has lost a few men in these exchanges,
his reputation has been increased immeasurably by his successes: many Pathan mothers pray that their
sons will grow up to Be like the great Bahram Khan.

Since the end of 1873, Bahram Khan and his Band have wandered among the mountains Bordering on
British territory, supported by the charity of other tribesmen who sympathise with them and who have
aided them as much as they dared. The outlaws have now ventured into Peshawar, primarily to obtain
supplies but also to seek more followers and to stir up trouble against the British. The following
tribesmen make up the Pathan band:

Firearm

Bahram Khan Veteran Flintlock 8 8
Rhum Baba Veteran Flintlock 7 7
Hashim Shah Average Flintlock 6 6
Nasrullah Shah Average Flintlock 7 7
Jaggar Shah Average - 6
Zahir Shah Average — 6 —
Shahwali Average Flintlock 6 6
Hahzar Average Flintlock 6 6
Mohammed Khan Veteran - 8
Amanullah Shah Average - 6

Unfortunately for the Imperial forces, Bahram Khan and his followers are not the only Pathans
in the market place. There are at least 30 other tribesmen, most of them relatively peaceful and
law-abiding. Normally, there would Be tribal differences in dress that might distinguish the out-

Melee Factor Firing Factor



laws, who are predominantly Mohmands, from the Afridis, Orakzais, Yusufzals and Waziris also in
Peshawar, The Wazlrls, for instance, dye their clothes indigo hlue or hrlck-red whereas the Yusuf-
zais have turbans of grey and blue, with various gold and silk stripes worked into the fabric. How
ever, there is nothing to stop Bahram Khan and his followers from being in disguise; all that can be
said is that however they are dressed, they will all be exceedingly dirty and smelly. All the rebel
Pathans carry tinder-boxes or matches,

OBJECTIVES:

The stage is now set. The Sikhs have to try and prevent Bahram Khan from escaping and to cap
ture as many of his followers as possible; they must not injure innocent tribesmen, as this might
have serious repercussions in the disturbed atmosphere of the North—West Frontier, The Pathans have
to get as many men out as possible (say 5 or more out of 10, including Bahram Khan, for a moral
victory) and to inflict as much harm as possible on the Indian Army detachments. In Part II, we
shall see what happened in two actual games; on one occasion the Pathans were led by Doug Johnson of
"Savage and Soldier" and on the other by Neville Dickinson and Tony Hawkins whilst the Sikhs were
under the command of Andy Frow and Tom Gardner (Dacorum Warlords) and Brian Locke (Trimovantes) res
pectively, The rules used were, of course, the Colonial Skirmish Rules obtainable from Steve Curtis,
A six foot by four table was used for the first game and a slightly smaller area for the second game,
with a game scale of one inch to one yard. The figures were 30mm Stadden and Suren, At the start of
the game, all of Bahram Khan's men had to be within IS Inches of the centre spot of the table,

C ONTINUED NEXT MONTH

The

Oldest

War

Game

Of All

Persian warrior

of Xerxes's time,

ca. 480 B.C.

fter the Trojan War had ended
with the fall of Troy, while

Ulysses was still wandering through
the Mediterranean and presumed
dead, some 3,000 years ago, the
suitors gathered about U lysses" palace
seeking the hand of Penelope, his
wife, whiled away their time playing
chess. One mediaeval scholar claimed

that Ulysses invented chess. Homer's
sketchy description of this game is
perhaps the oldest written reference
to chess in history, and the game may
well be far older than that. It was

played in Scheherazade's famous
stories of ancient Persia, The Thou

sand and One Nights, by princes and
warriors. Some say it came to Persia
from even more ancient India,

Its name is Persian, certainly: a cor
ruption of the word shah or king. The
game's final blow, checkmate, derives
from the Persian phrase, shah mat,
the king is dead. Mohammedan con
querors carried chess from Persia
across Africa and into Spain, and it
spread from there across Europe like

a brush fire through the Dark Ages
and into mediaeval limes. It came by
its modern rules in the fifteenth cen
tury, The ancient Japanese game of
Go developed about the same time.

Like war itself, of which it is a minia
ture, chess is an accomplishment of
all nations'and all races. Unlike war,

it is man-to-man combat stripped of
all physical elements, and reduced to
a pure intellectual struggle between
minds. Unlike war, it reaches a deci
sion that admits of no argument;
shah mat, checkmate.

In its intellectual aspects, at least,
chess is cousin to modern computer
war gaming. But in the centuries be
tween the two, many men have tried
to make war gaming more realistic,
with all the physical trappings of the
real battle, except wounds and sudden
death. This booklet traces some of
the outstanding developments in this
long search for the perfect war game,
using the master game of them all as
its symbol. Japanese hero, the

mediaeval samurai.

Yoshitsun8

Greek hoplile (light infantryman), ca. 1200 B.C.

This is the first of a series of re-prints from a booklet THE GAME OF KAR, published some 15 years
ago by TECHNICAL OPERATIONS INCORPORATED of Burlington, Massachusetts, U.S.A., who have kindly given
permission for its reproduction. There will he another chapter next month.



TALKING WARGAMING

"Captain Von der Decken, commanding the left squadron,
could see the effect of this fire on the leading squadron,
and he knew that he must run the gauntlet of the same
death-dealing musketry. He at once decided to charge the
nearest French square, although the ground favoured infantry
more than cavalry and despite the fact that there was no
artillery available to redress the balance and clear a
passage for his sabres. Wheeling his squadron into line, he 9f

volley after volley! The dragoons enveloped two sides of
ranks of the infantry were kneeling, and behind them were

were the lightly equipped skirmishers picking off the lead-

In face of such a wall of musketry and steel, it seemed that the wave of horsemen must break
and fall back, but at the crucial moment a shot killed one of the dragoon horses and it fell with its
rider on top of the French ranks. The opening was made and with a wild yell the dragoons urged their
terrified and snorting horses into the gap. It was like the flood which' follows the bursting of a
dam. The infantry disappeared under the onrush of slashing, yelling, thrusting horsemen, the confus
ion made a thousand times worse by the plunging and kicking of the fear-maddened horses. By the time
the dragoons were finished the entire battalion had either been cut down or taken as prisoners, and
where the square had once stood lay the disembowelled carcosses of nearly forty horses.

Meanwhile the third squadron of the 1st Dragoons under Captain Von Reitzeuslen had followed Von
der Decken's example and charged the second French square. This was drawn up on the edge of the
heights and it was even better placed to drive back cavalry. But its morale was shaken by the fate
of the other battalion. The cohesion essential if infantry was to withstand the shock action of
cavalry was ruined by a number of soldiers who broke the ranks and took to their heels. The dragoons
smashed their way into the gaps left by the fugitives and sabred their way through to the other side
of the square; then, rallying as one man to the trumpet-call, they rode back the way they had come
and completed the rout.

A few unwounded French officers hastily rallied the survivors and attempted to
square. This in its turn was charged and destroyed by the two squadrons of the 2nd
had been following behind their sister regiment. Foy's rearguard had ceased to exis
ive fighting iforce, and all who remained alive and untaken were withdrawn to some ri
the Peneranda road. The King's German Legion followed them, but by now their horses
ally ridden into the ground. The French held them off with the courage that is lent
picking up the stones which littered the ground and hurling them at the legs of the
staggering horses. Wellington then sent orders for the dragoons to retire, and they
slowly back to the rear through the cheering ranks of the British infantry. They le
in the valley of Garcia Hernandez fifty-two dead dragoons and sixty-seven dead horse
totalled slightly more."

form a third

Dragoons which
t as an effect-
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had been virtu-

by despair,
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HINT OF THE MONTH by Stephen Mitchell.

English Civil War Musketeers converted from Airfix British Grenadiers (A.W.I.)

Take the standing-firing figure and replace the head with that of a Confederate; add a Plasti-
cene plume. Take a small flat sliver (3mm wide x 5mm long) of Plasticene and wrap it around the
figure's leg below the knee. Then roll some Plasticene into a sausage shape about 2mm wide and 5mm
long. This should be wrapped around the knee. Thus jackboots are simulated. Do the same to the
cuffs and shoulders. Then fill in the stomach and back with Plasticene to give a "big coat" effect.
The gun can be left but a vest should be made from sprue or wire. I painted the hat black with
white plume,- leather boots, belts, cuffs and shoulder cuffs. Red coat and trousers with white lac
ing. Brown gun and vest details such as cartridges etc., painted on. Pikemen can be converted from
the loaders. Re-position arms and treat as for other figure. Add wire pike.

ooOoo

PROBLEM OF THE MONTH

It is not entirely unknown to the wargaming world, and certainly not to the Editor, that economy-
minded wargamers buy a few commercial figures and then make their own moulds and cast large numbers
of figures FOR THEIR OWN USE. Certainly one Club does this on a well organised basis. Providing
these castings are not sold, is this a legitimate and ethical practice? Bear in mind that one of the
practical fascinations of the hobby can be home-moulding and casting.



THE GENERATION GAP GOES TO WAR

Dick Mitchell

1 was quietly reading the newly arrived
Wargamer's Newsletter nnd my wife was reading, the
hills and other morning mail. Suddenly she ex-

"A letter from Elizaheth - she's driving up
to town next Thursday and wants me to have lunch
with her and spend the af ternoon shopping; and v
what is more apparently young Seymour is now an
enthusiastic Wargamer! "

Elizabeth, 1 should explain is my wife's
niece and Seymour, a youth of thirteen or so, is - ̂
Elizabeth's eldest offspring and one of my least
favourite people, My wife paused before dealing ; j -
the body blow.

"Elizabeth says he's dying to see your
soldiers and she suggests driving here, dropping B^Bl|l|»ifc||IB
him off, so that he can keep you company for the
day and then she'll pick him up on her way home in
the evening."

In my mind's eye 1 had been planning to spend
the day in question in demonstrating to myself in
a solo wargame my own excellent generalship, and my failure to greet the threatened interruption of my
scheme must have been apparent.

"It will be very nice for you to have someone to play soldiers with - I'll leave a cold lunch and
I'm sure Seymour will be quite capable of getting some tea for you. It should be great fun for you. 1
shall ring Elizabeth this evening."

1 winced palpably at her words but they bofe the stamp of finality and 1 resigned myself to a day
in the company of Seymour.

Two days later a !!bulky envelope arrived for me containing a letter from Seymour and a photostat
booklet of about fifty pages pretentiously entitled - Rules and Instructions for the Conduct of War
Games. Researched, compiled and annotated by Seymour Haddington Brownlow. Period 1789 to 1815 -
Continent of Europe. The letter also was typical.

"Dear Uncle James,
1 cannot tell you with what pleasure 1 am looking forward to our day together in the

pursuit of our mutual hobby. 1 look forward to gleaning a few hints from you and suggest if 1 may that
you might like to construct a suitable interesting terrain and we could then toss up for sides. 1
suggest roughly equal forces and 1 should prefer the Napoleonic period for which 1 enclose a copy of my
rules. Of course if there is anything contained in them with which you do not agree please do not
hesitate to let me know and we can consider suitable amendment if necessary. Similarly if there is
some important point which 1 have overlooked and which you consider should be included perhaps you
would let me know.

Your affectionate nephew, Seymour."

Very polite in an insufferable way, and knowing Seymour's propensity for winning everything from
'Happy Families' when he was about five to a humiliatingly short game of Chess when he had visited us
a couple of years previously, 1 sensed the ringing of alarm bells. 1 sat down and began to wade
through his rules which, as mine are contained on one and a half pages of foolscap, 1 found tedious to
say the least. After the first ten pages 1 skipped hastily through the remainder making a note here
and there and then cast them aside. After some deliberation 1 put together a simple lay-out and re
signed myself to the advent of Seymour on the following day.

6



THE ACTIVITIES OF THE MODEL GENERAL'S CLUB AT THEIR INTERNATIONAL H.Q,

WATERLOO. ONTARIO. CANADA

(All photos by courtesy of Gerard de Ore)

Imperial French Army movi
ras. (Waterloo I8I5). 20
r. (De Ore Collection),

wards

gures

The Heliopolis Light Cavalry Regiment. (Egypt -
Rameses II period). Special 20mm Alymer figures. (Be
Gre Collection).

t

Commanding General of the Corps of
Janizaries, (Special 20mm grouping by
Alymer of Valencia, Spain), (De Gre
Collection),

A Prussian Guard Grenadier Colour
Party (waiting for Kaiser' Wilhelm to
arrive - circa I900). 20mm figures by
Alymer. (De Gre Collection).



His mother deposited him promptly at 10.30 and after a welter of last minute instructions re
garding food and the like she and my wife were soon driving Londonwards while I prepared to face the
fortunes of war. Seymour was already ensconced in my Wargames Room intently studying the shelves
which take up one wall from floor to ceiling.

"You've added a hit to your collection since 1 saw it last Uncle James" he observed. "Still got
those old Thirty Year War flats - gathering a bit of dust aren't they?"

He passed along the shelves in the manner of visiting Royalty inspecting a not very smartly
turned out Guard of Honour.

"Are those Highlanders supposed to be '42nd? I don't think they wore sporrans in 1815. What are
those elephants? Persian or Carthaginian? The Persians used Indian elephants but Hannibal and his
lot got theirs from Africa. There are physical differences you know. The Africans have bigger ears,"

His sharp eye travelled critically along the Mediaevals.

"Ah ha! Some amateur heraldry on some of those shields, Uncle James. 1 don't think the King of
Arms would approve Azure on a field Or. Colour or tincture on metal or vice versa is the rule."

I produced a contemporary print showing an officer of the Black Watch complete with sporran, ex
hibited a number of coats of arms, mainly middle European which did not conform to usual rules on
Heraldry and tried to prove not very convincingly that Hannibal could have employed Indian elephants.
But he was busy on the Colonials - the Catlings were the wrong colour, the flashes on the Infantrymen's
sun helmets were incorrect and the Mahdi's flags were green instead of black. He waved aside my argu
ments, remarking modestly that he was a stickler for detail but realised that everyone was not quite
so fussy as he was.

He then turned his attention to the table and approved the lay-out with that autljoritative nod of
the head usually reserved for full Generals and above. It was decided that we should each have a
force of thirty regiments with artillery and engineers. Each side was to be organised into t^wo
infantry divisions with a Commander and Staff. Simultaneous moves, orders in writing and Divisional
orders written three moves in advance and varied only after consultation by courier with the Commander-
in-Chief. Each side would start deployed along one of the long edges of the table and I had already .
fixed a Wellsian curtain along the middle to veil our preparations from one another.

"Do you mind if I have an Austrian Army, Uncle? I rather like those whi+e coats and I expect you
fancy yourself as Napoleon." "Help yourself" I muttered tersely. "Troop t^ajs are under the table."
"I say we haven't tossed for sides" said Seymour. "Have whichever you like" I replied airily. "Right,
I'll take the southern edge - I think that gives you a bit more room to get round the table" he added
magnanimously.

For about half an hour there was silence punctuated by the clink of metal and some heavy breath
ing on my side. Above the curtain 1 could just see the top of my nephew's head and he appeared to be
concentrating on the western side of the table. I placed my Field Artillery and Howitzer batteries,
centre facing Road Junction 'F'. On either side of them in ordre mixte were my two Infantry Divisions
each consisting of twelve regiments. The six cavalry regiments and three batteries of Horse Artillery
were deployed eastward from the river at 'B' facing the hill at 'D'.

Eventually Seymour declared himself ready and the curtain was removed to reveal the boy's duplici
ty, He had in fact concentrated the bulk of his forces on the Eastern side of the river with one
division consisting of four Guardiiregiments and eight Jager regiments facing Hill 'D'. His second
division was deployed from the left flank of the first to the river at 'G'. Behind the village at 'A'
were his cavalry and four Howitzer batteries. He was smiling complacently as we set to work to write
out our advanced orders. 1 gazed anxiously at the bust of Napoleon on the mantlepiece. What would
the great man have done. Left it to Berthier to sort out the traffic jams which 1 could foresee
building up in area of the bridge at 'B' as 1 sought to shift my forces from one flank to the other.
My thoughts were interrupted by Seymour:-

"I say Uncle who are those chaps with the pink collars?" "Horse Grenadiers of the Guaad my boy
and they have not got pink collars." He peered critically at them. "Pink collars or rather long
faces - and why not in the circumstances" he hooted. I ignored the jibe. My painting is not that
good and they were only 15mm. I concentrated on the military problem but again his voice intruded.

"The trumpeter ought to be on a grey horse not a black one. Grey or white."

To hell with it! I would launch a straight attack across the river - the Sapeurs could build a
pontoon - I would force the crossing with infantry closely supported by guns. The left wing would have
to take care of itself until 1 reached the bridge at 'C' and struck him in the rear.

"What about weather cards?" enquired my nephew. "I presume you do have weather cards?" This time
I was ready for him. "Of course. Would you care to cut the cards?" I extended the small pack to him.
The weather was type B - very warm and dry with a light southerly wind. The worst that could develop
from that as the game progressed was heavy rain which might add to my difficulties in crossing the
river.

"Wind southerly - hard luck Uncle James, I'm afraid that means your chaps will be getting the
smoke blown back in their faces" exclaimed Seymour, adding crisply "That's ten per cent reduction in
firing efficiency - Rule 7A."

CONTINUED NEXT MONTH.



THE 15mm REVOLUTION

Richard Brooks

Almost unheralded, and hardly mentioned in the Newsletter, the
last eighteen months has seen developments in the field of figure
design which have consequences of the greatest significance for
wargaming. 1 refer of course to the production of 15mm figures by
Miniature Figurines and Laing. Although such a scale combines all
the advantages of cheapness and portability that are attendant on
their smallness they are at the same time large enough to be easily
painted (more so than 25mm figures) and easily recognised; but
there has been virtually no informed comment on their use or the 5
effects that their introduction might be expected to have.

From the socio-economic point of view; wargaming becomes
possible for the occupant of the bedsitter or the maisonnette or
for the impoverished student perpetually in transit. Although the
height of a 15mm man is only a reduction of two-fifth on that of a
25mm figure, the area occupied by the former is two-thirds less
than the latter, while its weight is reduced by more than three
quarters compared with the 25mm model. What, I ask in my best
Marxist-Leninist manner, do we deduce from this? Firstly the pro-
letariat and petty bourgeoisie, who do not have large houses, only need a table the size of that needed to
fight battles with the same number of 25mni figures. Secondly, if they need to transport their forces elsewhere,
without motor transport, the whole enterprise becomes possible. After all it is now possible to put a complete
Division of Napoleonic infantry, ten battalions each of JO figures, into TWO cigar boxes, which also contain
the divisional artillery and a detachment of the Corps cavalry. YOU try puttin.- JOO infantry and two dozen
cavalry into a couple of cigar boxes, if your army is composed of 3 range or Uinchliffe figures. Thirdly the
creation of the mass army becomes feasible for the person of limited means. A battalion of JO figures as above
costs 60p while a cavalry unit of 12 figures costs a mere 40p. The same number of 3 range cavalry would cost
something like two pounds. Another incentive to the growth of mass armies is the fact that the 15mm figure is
more easily painted, than a 25mm, since a single movement of the brush will accomplish what requires several in
the case of the larger models.

From the tactical viewpoint, yet more revolutionary consequences flow from this adventure into the micro
cosm. Through economies of scale achieved by using 15mm figures it becomes possible to represent corps sized
actions on a table of reasonable dimensions. The infantry brigade becomes the standard operational unit, as it
should be for 19th century actions; the power of resistance of the individual tactical unit of the army is thus
enhanced, lending some point to the retention of a reserve, without resorting to any complex rules systems as
seems to be envisaged by some of the Newsletter's recent correspondents. The type of battle tactics described
by Hamley in his "Operations of War" become a practical possibility once the number of forces engaged attain
the divisional scale as opposed to the stunted brigades employed in most 25ram scale actions. The supporting
arms probably benefit even more than does the infantry. In the case of cavalry, it becomes possible to employ
large masses of horsemen, bringing out the differences between the different types and allowing the use of a
strong cavalry reserve to act as a "masse de rupture", bursting through the enemy's centre. Clausewitz and
Napoleon were right, cavalry are wasted on out-fanking moves; the rupture of the centre can be easier and is
always more decisive. On the small scale of most Napoleonic wargames, it makes little difference whether the
troops are ridden over from the front or flank. Where the battle front includes many battalions however, the
loss of a few at one end of the line generally matters little,while the destruction of the centre of the line
should be fatal. Guns also benefit. Where a battery is represented by J models instead of one and there are
four batteries a side. Napoleonic artillery tactics, massing batteries to blast a hole in the enemy lines, can
become a table-top reality. At the same time, being strung out in a line, the battery is less flexible and so
does not dominate the field so totally as can be the case with fewer and larger models.

The implications for ranges, movement and unit sizes are also beneficial. Although the frontage of the
individual figures can be halved, as compared with that of the 25mm figure, it does not follow that all other
distances should be halved. 'When the rules used by our group in Southampton were adapted to 15mm figures the
moves and ranges were reduced by about The result is a more rapid game with greater tactical flexibility,
the smaller units (in terms of frontage though not numbers) having greater potential both of movement and fire.
Although our unit sizes were not changed, being already quite generous, if the size of your battalions and
squadrons of 25mra troops is small (say 20 figures for an infantry battalion) it is possible to increase this
on conversion, without being hampered by grotesquely huge units. Since 15mm figures can be formed two ranks
deep, without the depth of the line being any more out of scale than is a single line of 25mm figures, it is
possible to improve the visual appearance of the troops while reducing the number of men represented per
figure.. In this way the disproportionately heavy casualties represented by the loss of 1 figure are reduced,
thus removing some of the incentive to adopt a system of fractional figure losses. Such systems, as exempli
fied by the Wargames Research Group rules, may provide a more precisely graduated rate of attrition but they
are very tedious to operate and given the inaccuracies inherent in all wargames rules, provide a very slight
increase in their realism. Also they assume that wargamers are literate and numerate, two highly questionable
assumptions.

We therefore return to the original point of this article, that the advent of the new small scale is an
event of as much revolutionary significance for wargaming as the French Revolution was for the art of war.
Like that revolution, it makes possible the mass battle, with all there is to be learned from it. The 15mm
figure is so much easier to procure and put into the field, and so much more satisfactory once he is there, it
is difficult to believe anyone will want to return to the tiresome rigidity expense of a pre-revolutionary
army once they have sampled the delights of liberation.



WAGON-TRAINS

Their Tactical Importance

J-. A. Hilton

Wargamers natvirally tend to concentrate on representing soldiers and their weapons to the neglect of those
impedimenta which figure so largely in real war. Yet the inclusion of baggage on the wargames table not only
clutters it up realistically but also introduces important strategic and tactical factors.

Most wargamers take account of the need for stores and supplies and, therefore, of the importance of
depots and lines of communication as strategic objectives but the supplies which an army needs to carry with
it effect not only its strategic but also its tactical movements.

Ammunition, usually allowed for in rules and represented at least by gun-limbers, makes up,together with
food^part of these supplies but by far the largest item is fuel; forage for horse-drawn transport and oil in
this mechanised age. Thus even in the static conditions of the First World War, the greater part of the
tonnage of shipping supplying the British Army in France was given over to foragej and in the American Civil
War a Federal Army of 50,000 men required 500 tons of forage a day; whilst Sherman allowed only one pound of
ammunition per man and three po^mds of food and the Confederate Army expended only half a cartridge per man
per day. Nevertheless, the amount of transport required for ammunition was considerable.

Even the lightest-marching armies needed large wagon-trains. Despite Napoleon's well-known insistence on
his armies living off the country, he could not make do with less than 500 wagons to an army of 40,000 men.
Again, Sherman in his march through Georgia, in which he intended to live off the country, required 800
wagcns, taking up five miles of road, for each of his four corps. Even Lee's ill-supplied Army of Northern
Virginia entered the Gettysburg campaign with a wagon-train forty-two miles long.

It is, of course, possible to restrict the wagons on the battlefield to first-line transport carrying
ammunition but this is vital. As the British Field Service Pocket Book of 1914 put it:-

"First line transport is an integral part of the war organisation of a fighting unit, without which it
cannot perform its tactical functions, and by which it must be accompanied in action and at all times."

As a result, a British infantry battalion took up 590 yards of road and its first-line transport 210
yards, a brigade one and a half miles and its first-line transport three-quarters of a mile, a division eight
miles and its first-line transport five miles. In action, the first-line ammunition wagons had to be kept
within half a mile of the front line. Even Jackson's flank march at Chancellorsville was carried out by a
column ten miles long, of which the v/agons took up nearly four miles.

The first result of this dependence on a wagon-train, is its limitation on an army's movement, confining
even its tactical movement to the immediate vicinity of roads just as effectively as its strategic movement
was confined to roads, rivers and navigable waterways. This explains why, for instance, Napoleon, in addition
to his inclination for the offensive, felt obliged to attack the Allies at Quatre Bras and Ligny and again at
Waterloo, precisely where he did, rather than executing a flanking, if not a turning movement, as would be
possible in many wargames. Kanoleon, like tbe Allies, was not merely sensitive as to his lines of communica
tion - he had often shown himself willing to abandon his own so as to threaten his enemies - but was incapable
of launching an attack too far from a road. Again, Jackson's flank march at Chancellorsville was obliged to
follow the roads. Similarly, the complicated manoeuvres of the Seven Days Battles and the restrictions on
Lee's freedom of manoeuvre at Gettysburg only make sense viewed in the light of an army's tactical, as well as
its strategic, dependence on roads. Roads on the wargames table should be more than lines along which troops
can move faster or convenient lengths of cover but should be the axes of decisive manoeuvre.

The second consequence of the need for first-line transport and its representation in the wargame is its
role as a target, the creation of real tactical rear-areas in addition to the rear of the battle-line and to
the strategic rear in the form of lines-of-communioation and depots. The attack and defence of this rear

constitutes the main danger of the flank and rear attack, not just the menace to the rear of the front-line,
which was met in the Napoleonic era simply by forming square. As Puller puts it:-

"An army is, therefore, a three-fold organisation comprising a body, its combatant arms; a stomach, its
administrative services; and a brain, its command. Because the destruction of any one of these parts renders
the other two inoperative, it follows that there are three tactical objectives. Of these, the first, the com
batant arms, which may be compared to the shell of an egg, occupies the outer or forward area, and the second
and third, the command and administrative services - representing the yolk and the white - occupy the inner
or rear area. There are, therefore, two tactical area of attack, the forward and the rear, ....."

One need only consider ihe alarm caused to Jackson,as he commenced the Battle of Cross Keys when Shield's
advance guard unexpectedly entered Port Republic and threatened his wagon-train,there,to realise the import
ance of the train as a tactical target. When Jackson himself struck at the flank or rear as at Chancellors
ville and thus got in amongst the enemy wagon-train as well as enfilading his line of battle, the effect was
devastating. As Swinton wrote of the Federal flight, "... a rushing whirlwind of men and artillery and wagons
swept down the road." The key words are "men and artillery and wagons." To be realistic, to include the
possibility of decisive tactical manoeuvre, the wargamer must have a wagon-train in his lay-out.

THE RENAISSANCE PERIOD FOR WARGAMING - Continued from Page 21 )

dominant members of the community. Those who, like Maochiavelli, criticised them did so not out of
pacific anti-militarism but on the grounds that the community should not hire them to do a job it
ought to be doing itself.

Posterity will of course regard our contemporary pacific values as far superior to those of
fifteenth-century Italy. Yet may not posterity, weighing the merits oi the arts produced within our
society against those which emanated from the unabashed militarism of the Renaissance, be very mild--
ly perplexed?



A NAVAL WARGAME

Doug Cowie

Fought hetween Pete Charnley and myself, the battle was
on a table 8' x 5' in size using the Fletcher Pratt rules as
detailed in your "Naval Wargames". Although the 'estimat- ||
ing range' technique seems to have fallen out of favour from v
more recent Naval rules, the incredibly complicated systems
of firing I have seen in some rules do not strike me as beings-^
any kind of improvement. In fact any improvements in jll
accuracy are outweighed by the loss of playability. In

FORCES. POSITIONS AND TACTICAL SITUATION. p
The Convoy; Escorted by 2 corvettes and one destroyer i

(Battle Class).

Meadowland Task Force; 1 Cruiser, 2 Battle Class destroyers,
1  'B' Class destroyer.

Detached Force in Harbour; 1 'B' Class destroyer, 1 Corvette.^^SPSl^fefc^:-!!-''-^^' ' '

Force at Scania; 1 Cruiser, 3 'M' Class destroyers.

On Black Rock; 2; 4.5" guns, in one turret. Manned by Teutanian personnel.

On Landfall Peninsular: 2; 6.1" guns in one turret. Manned by Meadowland personnel.

On Either Side of Fairhaven Harbour; 2; 5" guns in one turret.

Convoy must arrive, move 1, anywhere on the eastern edge of the board. Meadowland Task Force
mus'f.arrive, move 3, on southern edge of board, and at least 23" west of Black Rock. Ships in
Harbour may leave AFTER move 6.
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Commerce Raider must arrive on eastern half of southern edge of hoard, move 1. Scanian Forces
must arrive on EITHER the eastern half of the southern edge of the board OR anywhere on the eastern
edge of the board. If coming on at the former location, arrive move 7. If the latter, arrive move
10.

STRATEGIC SITUATION;

In Its Titanic struggle with the evil Teutanla, Meadowland relies heavily on supplies from the
friendly, but officially neutral, Gargantus. These supplies are brought across the Intervening
ocean In convoys. The destination of the Incoming convoy Is the vitally important Island of Fair-
haven with Its superb natural harbour built up and much augmented over many centuries of maritime
development. Ships reaching Falrhaven are then emptied for the return to Gargantua, their cargo
being transferred to mainland Meadowland by smaller craft, better fitted to negotiate the treacher
ous shallows off the coast. These shallows In conjunction with the chain of small Islands (known
as the "Smiling Isles") to the south help to make the Warming Sea totally free of enemy vessels
either above or below the waves. In order to avoid as far as possible enemy aircraft operating from
Mournfull Isle and at the same time skirting the shallows off that desolate place the convoys give
the Island a wide berth.

Normally they then steam between uninhabited Llpp Island and enemy held Black Rock (with Its
small but well manned battery of two 4.5" guns.) Sailing north-west of Llpp Xsland takes them clear
of Black Rock and under the protection of their own guns on the tip of Landfall Peninsular but It
forces 'them to risk the shallows between the Peninsular and Llpp Island. This Is known as "The
Second Passage".

The commander of convoy BT24 Intended to
of the shore batteries as soon as possible,
raider was In the vicinity weighed heavily on
he had to steam close enough to Mournfull Isl
their area Naval H.Q. on the Island of Scanla
away the position of their commerce raider by
thus to avoid the normal route south of Llpp
was much assisted In his designs by heavy fog
passed.

take "The Second Passage". He wanted the protection
The fact that a highly dangerous Teutanlan commerce
his mind. He knew that In choosing the Second Passage

e for enemy observations posts to spot him and Inform
He gambled on the Teutanlans being unwilling to give

opening radio contact with her. His Intention was
Island where the raider could easily be lurking. He
keeping the aircraft on Mournfull Isle grounded as he

The commander of the commerce raider 'Nurnberg' was at that moment straining every sinew to
reach the area of Llpp Island In time to cut off convoy BT24 which Teutanlan agents In Gargantus had
Informed him of. Meanwhile threading Its ways through The Sound on Its way north In search of the
commerce raider was a Meadowland task force. It was also heading for Llpp Island.

At Scanla the Commodore of a mixed Cruiser and Destroyer force was congratulating himself on
his good fortune when he was told of the radio message from Mournfull Isle, reporting the position
of BT24. An hour later his force slid quietly out to sea.

At Falrhaven the captains of a Destroyer and a Corvette, recently detached from the Meadowland
force hunting the commerce raider, to replenish supplies and refuel, sweated blood In an effort to
get their ships to sea In time to assist convoy BT24.

THE BATTLE AND AFTERWARDS:

The Commander of the convoy escort dec
Navy Commodore of the convoy, to split his
very vulnerable tanker, he sent round 'The
rest of the convoy escorted by the destroye
go via the straits between Llpp Island and
when the Commander's destroyer entered the
mist made out the blurred but unmistakable,
was given and the captain of the destroyer
away.

Ided, after discussing the situation with the Merchant
charges Into two. One half, Including an enormous and
Second Passage'. This group Included two Corvettes. The
r In which he flew his flag and another corvette, were to
Black Rock. The situation was as described previously
straits and the port lookout peering Into the morning
shape of the Nurnberg approaching due south. The alarm

(Lieut.Comndr. R. 'Dicky' Bird) ordered ten torpedoes

Captain Kurt von Snapper on the Nurnberg had spotted his adversary at almost the same moment
as she had seen him. His elation soon gave way to dismay with the realisation that the morning mist
had permitted the enemy to get much nearer to him than she could normally hope to do. Consequently
one of his main advantages, the greater range of his 6" guns had evaporated. Also the slender dis
tance between the two vessels meant that the destroyer captain was Ideally placed for a torpedo
attack, whilst he was perilously short of sea room In which to evade such an attack. Even as these
thoughts flooded through his mind he descritpd through his glasses a large number of torpedoes rush
ing towards hlmo' As the detonations of his main guns, firing on the destroyer, reverberated round n
him he shouted frantic Instructions to the engine room In a bid to manoeuvre away from the torpedoes.
Considering the difficulty of his task he came within an ace of succeeding. Only one torpedo struck
home.

To the watchers on the Meadowland destroyer (which was HMMS Alameln) It seemed as though their
torpedoes had been unsuccessful as Nurnberg turned Into their path seeking to comb the tracks. The
Impressive explosion as one found Its mark was greeted with some relief on board Alameln. The
Nurnberg with several 4" guns and torpedo tubes knocked out; much reduced In speed and listing
slightly to starboard, turned to port apparently with the Intention of gaining the cover of the
friendly shore batteries on Black Rock.

Although quite severely damaged the Nurnberg continued to pour a heavy fire on to the Alameln,
It was therefore with gratitude that the Alameln's skipper saw the Meadowland task force approaching
from the south-west about twenty minutes after the first sighting of the Nurnberg. Lieut. Bird
ordered the Alameln, by now considerably damaged by the raider's 6" guns, to follow the merchant
ships which he had previously sent east of Llpp Island to rejoin the other half of the convoy on the
Second Passage.



Von Snapper, in seeking the cover of his own shore balseries committed a blunder. He denied
himself the room to manoeuvre that alone would save him from the torpedoes of the Meadowland task
force now dangerously close to the west. It was not long before Nurnberg was struck again and in
a short time turned turtle and sank. About a third of her crew managed to gain the sanctuary of
the friendly Black Rock and in fact are still marooned there with the shore gunners, victims of
their homeland's weakened navy.

As the victorious Task Force sped north to help escort the convoy their triumph turned to tre
pidation as the Scanian force steamed into view from the south-west and headed north-west to cut
off the convoy between The Atoll and Landfall Peninsular.

Although the Meadowland ships in the Fairhaven harbour were now beginning to move out, they
could not hope to prevent the Teutanians from accomplishing their objective. All that stood in ;
their path was HMMS Bulldog, a small 'B' Class destroyer. Undeterred by the odds Bulldog stood
her ground and fired her torpedoes. The Scanian force was bunched together fatally as it trans
pired. Leipzig, the Cruiser of the force, managed to evade the missiles but one of her attendant
destroyers was not so lucky. Struck amidships she sank instantly with all hands.

The Meadowland shore batteries on Fairhaven, now came into play but with little effect. Simi
larly the destroyer and corvette from Fairhaven harbour engaged the enemy. However with the loss
of one of his destroyers. Rear Admiral Rudolph Beest, in command of the Teutanian force, had lost
heart. He was unfortunate not to sink the Bulldog which made good her escape. Beest decided to
retire whilst he could, but before he went he opened fire on a large Meadowland merchantman which
he could see had gone aground on Landfall Peninsular. He was immediately rewarded with a hit,
which was followed by an enormous explosion. The ship (SS Spirit of Capital Investment) had been
a tanker and blew up instantly. With the same salvo he caused damage to another merchantman and so
retired with these minor but face-saving successes to relate to his superiors.

.  Thus the battle known to Meadowland as "The Battle of Fairhaven Roads" and to the Teutanians
as "The Battle of Black Rock", ended as a defeat for the militarists and the temporary loss of any
opportunity for them to threaten the vital supply routes across the ocean to Gargantug.

Limitations of Napoleonic cavalry were balanced by the relatively decreased fire-effect of
Napoleonic infantry so that in this period the infantry relied on the bayonet to hold back cavalry.
Cavalry could do little against steady infantry in a defensive formation which allowed them to fire
volleys and present the bayonet; except when attacking disorganised infantry formations, cavalry en
gaged enemy cavalry. In such melees, victory usually went to the most disciplined force who held
their reserve until the appropriate moment. The formation of a cavalry squadron was soon dispersed
in an action and self-preservation usually caused an officer to be followed whereas the trooper of a
broken cavalry formation tended to seek safety. Thus, wargaming rules should penalise both fighting
power and morale of a cavalryman once he has lost his formation.

15 ../tiiiis.. peter LAING
Ideal for Wargames + Dioramas (Scale 1:120)

'HINREH'. SUTTOH ST.NICHOLAS. HEREFORD. HRI 5BD.

NEW MEDIEVAL "900" SERIES;

P901 Longbowman firing.

F904 Man at arms standing, with spear,
P907 Dismounted knight with raised

sword.

A906 Man for carrying ladder (at
least 2 required).

A902 Cannon on elevating mount.(I2p).
A901 Small Bombard (6p).

P902 Longbowman marching.

P905 Crossbowman firing
P908 Dismounted knight with glaive.

A904 Kneeling gunner.
A908 Man with sword for climbing

ladder.

A903 Cannon on fixed mount, (l2p)

A907 Ladder (6p).

P903 Man at arms marching. )
P906 Crossbowman loading. )
P9O9 Handgunner firing. )
A905 Standing gunner. )
A910 Crew for A909 (at least 2)

required). )
A911 Trebuchet (4 pt kit). 24p.
A9O9 Battering ram (6p).

M9OI Mounted knight with lance, horse walking (with'
caparison).

M905 Mounted knight with sword, horse charging
(without caparison). j

M905 Mounted knight with war hammer, horse walking
(armoured).

M902 Mounted knight with lance, horse charging )
(with caparison). )

M9O4 Mounted knight with mace, horse walking )
(with caparison) )

,  "1000 SERIES"

This series will contain 'link' figures which may serve to increase scope of more than one aeries. The
first items are Scottish and may be used with items from 100 and 5OD Series for the '15'or '45' rebellions or
with the 500 Series as Montrose's army.

PlOOl Highlander with Loohaber axe

PIOO4 Highland drummer
PIOO6 Highland clansman with clay

more and shield

PlOlO Lowlander firing

A121 Mortar (2pt kit) 12p
A122 4 wheeled mortar cart l6p
AI23 4 wheeled baggage cart l6p
AI25 Gabion 12p

P1002 Highland chieftain with musket
and shield

PIOO7 Lowland musketeer on guard
P1008 Advancing Highlander
PlOll Mounted Highland officer (8p).

OTHER HEV ITEMS

A4I4 Assyrian chariot (5 pt kit) 12p
A4I5 2 man crew for above 6p

{A4IO suitable horse, 2 required) 6p
A415 Ballista (2 pt kit) 12p

FIOO3 Highland piper
PIOO5 Highland standard

bearer.

FIOO9 Highlander firing ) each.

A616 Gardner gun (3 ki ..
a617 Crouching naval gunner
A618 Standing naval gunner
A6I9 Maxim gun r- >■;



THE RENAISSANCE PERIOD FOR WARGAMERS

The recent introduction of a fine range of wargames
figures for this period (by Miniature Figurines) and the ^
forthcoming publication of the book "WARGAMING IN THE PIKE- M
AND-SHOT PERIOD" by Donald Featherstone (David and Charles) i
may well turn the attention of wargamers towards this colour-
ful 250 years period.

Another recently published work Is also valuable in this
connection - here is Bill Thurbon's review:

MERCENAJtlES AND THEIR MASTERS: A STUDY OF WARFARE IN

RENAISSANCE ITALY by Michael Mallett. (Bodley Head; £'j.50p). Condotiieri assault chariot designed for Malatesta c. 1485

'This is a learned, but very readable study of the Condottieri, From the bands of Free Compan
ions and freelances who terrorised ITth century Europe to the I5th century Condottieri, and their
gradual development into state armies. The author shows how they fitte^d into the pattern of society,
how the majority of the leaders were of noble blood, and above all the kind of war they fought. We
see the development from archers (few in number) and crossbownnen, to hand gunners and arquebusiers:
the use of cannon and the power of their lieavy cavairy. The author brings out the fact that the
battles were far bloodier affairs than Maccliiave11i would have us believe.

For wargamers looking for fresh fields, here is the ideal subject and book."
X  X X X X X X

In a recent TIMES, Michael Howard tlie military historian, wrote on this book and the military
roots of the Renaissance.

"We would all like to believe that war and positive social development are incompatible, that
inter armos silent both artes and leges and that man can be happy, prosperous and productive only in
time of peace.

To do so we have to explain away not only fifth-century Athens but fifteenth-century Italy; both
societies almost obsessed with warfare. Tiiere is little evidence that the first Italian printers
groaned ruefully as their presses turned out the works of Vegetius and Aelian, that Italian archi
tects lamented their fate in having to design fortifications as well as churches, that Italian crafts
men lavished any less care on arms and armour than they did on the instruments of peace. Italian
humanist literature describes martial deeds and martial virtues with every sign of relish, and one
typical fifteenth-century writer congratulated his age on having had "the good fortune to witness a
revival of the long-lost art of warfare.'V Yet the culture of renaissance Italy was not exactly
barbaric. Odd.

English s|iecialists on the Italian renaissance, usually gentle and gentlemanly art historians,
have not entirely averted their eyes from the military aspects of their subject, because there is
really nowhere else for them to look. The military were all-pervasive. But they have not been very
informative about them, and the standard works on the subject are now at least fifty years oldo The
last few years, however, have witnessed a revival of renaissance military studies, and it would not
be invidious to point out its fons et origo as Professor John Hale: as gentle and gentlemanly a
scholar as any in Bloomsbury but the first for many years to make it clear to the world that if one
is studying Renaissance Italy one is studying a society at war.

It is nice to think of Bartolomeo Coileone and Federigo de Montefeltro and Francesco Sforza
simply as the patrons of art and scholarship and to forget the horrible military realities on which
their fame and wealth rested. It would be equally nice to think of Carnegie and Rockefeiler and
Ford simply as philanthropists; but that is not what historians are for.

Three years ago Mr. Geoffey Trease gave us a beautifully illustrated account of the rise and
fall of the condottieri for the general reader. Now, in Mercenaries and Their Masters: Warfare in
Renaissance Italy (Bodley Head - £T.50p, pp 284), Michael Mallett, without forfeiting readability,
digs rather deeper and studies them as an institution in the social and economic context of their
time. He shows how they developed out of the bands of rentier freelances who terrorised fourteenth-
century Europe; how and why war became commercialised in Italy and the terms on which they served;
where they fitted into the social pattern (they were usually noble, otherwise they would not have
had a force at their disposal or the capacity to create one); and above all the kind of war they
fought.

Macchiavelli's famous picture of the condottieri as conducting elaborate and expensive mock-
wars, rather like professional wrestlers screaming in simulated agony, has never been taken entirely
seriously by historians, but it has never been quite discredited. Mr. Mallett sets it in perspective.

Condottieri certainly avoided battle if they could; their investment in their forces was enorm
ous, and to blue the whole thing in a few hours was very bad business indeed. Certainly they them
selves, mounted on horseback in their beautifully-designed armour, usually came through with life
and limb if not reputation intact, but battles were none the less horrible. For instance Macchia
velli wrote of the battle of Molinella in 1467 that "some horses were wounded and some prisoners
were taken but no death occurred." Mr. Mallett suggests that in fact six hundred men died and quotes
contemporary chronicles as saying that for days afterwards the whole countryside smelt of death as
the bodies rotted in the ditches.

War was thus as vile then as it has ever been - that is if one belongs to a culture that con
siders war to be vile. The Italians of the Renaissance did not. That ideal of Italian humanism,
the complete man, expressed his virtue as much in war as in any other activity - perhaps even more.
The condottieri were not professional hacks employed by peaceful citizens but honoured and sometimes

CONTINUED ON PAGE 17



LETTERS

"I have read with mounting interest your hooks WARGAMES, WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES, ADVANCED
WARGAMES and my favourite SOLO WARGAMING. I found the latter of great assistance because to date all
my 'battles' have, due to the lack of an opponent, been solo. I would imagine that in the Forces
there are quite a few people in the same sorry state as myself. What can you suggest to enable us
to get together? Solo, is very good for a number of reasons which you explain in your books but I
feel that actually taking part in a battle would be of enormous help to me and it would do away with
having to use too much self control i.e. cheat by peeking or planning to ensure that one's favourite
side come out on top. Many of the ideas suggested in Solo Wargaming can cut out the chance of cheat
ing but the temptation is always there.

My "Campaign Season" is just starting, this is because my "Exercise Season" is nearly finished
until next Spring. When I am playing soldiers, as opposed to playing with soldiers, I usually have
a game by S & T with me. These are usually good games and the magazine is also very interesting. On
top of which they fit into the bottom of my bergen comfortably. This winter I have decided to fight
a Solo Campaign. It is something I have toyed with for a while but after reading Nigel Tranter's
triology on Robert the Bruce's struggle for the Scottish Crown against Edward I of England, 1 have
decided to take the plunge.

People who devote so much time and energy to researching their own wargame's period always seem
to overlook the effect of weather and terrain whilst painting their armies. No-one wants to see a
mud besplattered, down-at-the-heels, uniform faded Squadron of Cuirassiers engage an equally sad
looking, dirt begrimed, unshaven unit of British Hussars. Most of the Allies at Waterloo slept^fit
fully in the cold and wet night prior to the battle, the field of which was of course muddy as
Napoleon found out to his cost, and went without breakfast. My point is that even in these times of
higher hygiene standards and the electric razor, a soldier in the field soon loses his 'parade ground'
appearance, after a few days, even with the most well meant attentions of his Sergeant Major. To
paint the skin of Ancients, Napoleonic, A.C.W., etc., in a nice clean glowing flesh colour is most
unrealistic and to my mind spoils some models which are a delight to the eye. Well, I have got that
off my chest. Sorry if I bored you.

I agree whole heartedly with the observation made by J.Keats of BFFO 30 (November '7''i issue) in
regards to the fact that we (BFPOers) have to pay overseas postal rates. I believe that it should be
brought to the attention of all concerned that if a person has a BFPO address then it is the same as
having an address in U.K., and the same postal rates applie i.e. 'lip for 'a normal letter which can be
sent from London to any BFPO Number in the world."

Cpl. Kenn W. Hart RE, BFPO 31.

—ooOoo

"Thank you for publishing my "moan" concerning 20mm Napoleonic figures, I seem to have a small
amount of support; and it did provoke a somewhat gushing reaction from George, of Tunbridge Wells.
Let's hope that wargaming will be all the better for it, you never know, some manufacturer might
suddenly introduce the "new", the "latest", the "exciting popular range" of "not to be missed" 20mm
figures."

G.F.Button of Paignton, Devon.

ooOoo

"Need I say that I am convinced (from conversation with wargamers and other military history
enthusiasts) that the "Newsletter", despite the opinions voiced on the last "Letters" page, is still
exceptional value for money, and even if, as your correspondent claims, there is nothing on one's
own particular period in an issue, one still has a couple of hours entertainemt in the various
articles - and where else can one get that for 30p today?"

Philip Haythori^thwaite of Nelson, Lanes.

ooOoo

"I have been a wargamer for some five years now. While I will admit that compared to such greats
as yourself, Charles Grant, P. Young, etc., I have a lot to learn yet but I thought that 1 should
write.

First of all, about Wargamer's Newsletter. I have only been receiving it for about 2 years but
I find that it is much better than anything we have in the U.S. While I usually enjoy everthing in
it, I get extremely annoyed with the "English are holier than thou" attitude that sometimes pops up.
I play wargames for enjoyment, not to prove that my favourite country is greatest in the world. Un
fortunately there is not that sort of feeling in everyone, too bad.

I would like to see more articles about the 18th century wargames, especially naval battles.
There seems to be a growing interest in Naval battles in the age of sail, I recently saw a Pirate war-
game that I thought was fantastic. I am still looking for a set of rules that gives the best reality
without too much complication. Any one care to help?

In closing I would just like to throw out a word of thanks, to the miniature manufacturers. Some
of these companies have done a great deal of work in advancing the hobby, thank you,"

Patrick Seymour of Marist High Wargames Society, New Jersey.



Micro-tanks 1/300 scale
1/300 scale Micro-Armour is rapidly becoming the most popular period with
wargamers and modellers. We now stock approx. 150 different items in this
range of finely detailed lead alloy castings.

BRITISH

Crusader Tank

Matilda Tank
Valentine Tank
Churchill Tank
Cromwell Tank
Humber Armoured Car
25 pdr.Gun(Firing|
25 pdr.Gun(Limbered)
17 pdr.Gun(Firing)
6 pdr.Gun(Firing)
Daimler Scout Car
Scorpion Flail
Centaur A.R.V.
Austin Bowser
Bedford Q.L. 3 ton truck
British A9 Tank

Vickers Light Tank
White Scout Car
Stag Hound Armoured Car
2 pdr.Gun(Firing)
Quad Truck
Bishop S.P.Gun
Bofors Quad
Daimler Armoured Car
Harrington Armoured Car
Archer 17 pds. S.P.Gun
A13 Cruiser Tank
A30 Challer>9er
Bren Carrier
Scammell Pioneer
Scammeli Breakdown Crane
Austin 3 ton Truck
Austin 30cwt. Truck
A.E.C. Mk.l Armoured Car
Morris 15cwt. Radio Truck
Morris 15cwt. Bowser
Crusader III A.A.
Priest S.P.G.
Humber Staff Car

AMERICAN

Grant Tank
Sherman Tank
Stuart Tank
M3 Halftrack
V« ton Jeep
155 mm Howitzer
MB Armoured Car
Sherman Firefly
Chev.L.R.D.G. Truck
M10 Tank Destroyer
MIS Tank Destroyer
D.U.K.W.
Mack 6x6 Truck
Chev. 30cwt. Truck
M36 Tank Destroyer

DAVCO
l/ZOO scale
Sherman Tank
Sherman Firefly
Cruiader Tank
Churchill Tank
Crocodile Trailer
M3 Halftrack
KV1 Tank

Sd.Kfz. 251 Halftrack

RuBian T62 Tank
Chieftain Tank
T34/76 Tank
T34/B5 Tank
Tiger I Tank

GERMAN

Pz.Kpfw.l Tank
Pz.Kpfw.ll Tank
Pz.Kpfw.lll Tank
Pz.Kpfw.IV Tank F1
PZ.IVF2
Pz.lV ous.H
Tiger I Tank
Tiger II Tank
Jagdtiger
Panther Tank

Jagdpanther
Stug.lM Assault Gun
Elephant
Pz.Kpfw. 4.7 cm.PakftI
Sd.Kfz. 7(88 Tractor)
M/C Combination
Opel Blitz 3 ton Truck
Diamler Benz 3000L Truck
Pz.Kpfw. 38(t)
Sturmtiger
Opel Maultier Halftrack
Sd.Kfz. 250
Sd.Kfz. 250/8 7.5cm.L724
Sd.Kfz. 250/9 Armoured Car
Diamler Benz Bowser
MarderlllPak 76.2mm.(R)
Kubetwagen
Sd.Kfz.234/4 Arnxiured Car

7.5 Pak 40
Sd.Kfz.233 Armoured Car.

7.5 L24
Sd.Kfz. 232 Armoured Car
Sd.Kfz. 234/2 (Puma)
8.8cm Flak(Firing)
8.8cm Fiak( Limbered)
5.0cm Pak 38(Firing)
7.5cm Pak 40(Firing)
8.8cm Pak 43(Firing)
Sd.Kfz.222 Armoured Car
Steyr 1500 Field Car
PzFH Wespe 105 mm S.P.Gun
Nashorn ̂  mm S.P.Gun
Jagdpenzer IV
Hummel

Marder III

Jagdpanzer Hetzer
Sturmpenzer IV
Sd.Kfz.7(0pen top)
Kettenkrad

SiG33/150 mm S.P.G. 38(t)
37 mm A.A. S.P.G.
Sd.Kfz. 251 Halftrack
Sd.Kfz. 251/7 Engineers

Vehicle

Sd.Kfz. 251/9 75 mm L24
Sd.Kfz. 251/16 Flame

Thrower

Sd.Kfz. 251/17 A.A. 20 mm
Nebelwerfer

Saurer Heavy Truck
S.W.S. 40 Halftrack
Mercedes Staff Car

Sd.Kfz. 250/7 SOrnm Self
Propelled Mortar

i models
Panther Tank
Pz.Kpfw.iH Ausf.F
Pz.Kpfw.lV
Pz.Kpfw.38(t)
Stu0.lil Aaault Gun
Centurion Mk.3
POOA Russian A.P.C.
ZSU54 AJV. Tank
Flak 36. 88mm gun
Pak 38. 5(^mn AT. gun
Gaz 4x6 truck

Gaz 4x4 truck 0^,
Opel Blitz 3 ton Truck

RUSSIAN

KV1 Tank

T34/76 Tank
T34/85 Tank
KV2 Tank

SU 76 Assault Gun

M39 Anti-Tank Gun
JS 152 Assault Gun
BA-10M Armoured Car
SU 85 Assault Gun

SU 122 Assault Gun
Stalin Tank

Gaz 4x6 Truck
Gaz 4x4 Truck
BT 7 Tank
JS II Tank

Katyuska Rocket Launcher

KV/85 Tank

ITALIAN

Ml 3/40 Tank
Setmovente 75/18
Autoblinda Armoured Car

FRENCH
Char 81 Tank

SEA
STRIKE
An ultra modern warfare game.
Surface ships, missile systems,
submarines, espionage, military
budgets. All the problems of
warfare 1974.

Post free in U.K.

DECLINE
& Fa
Huns y Goths ^
V Vandals all
versus The M ̂

c  ;

Huns V Goths Y
V Vandals all

versus The ^
Roman Empire
If you havn't ^
already played /
this game it's /
time you did. I £

. Post free in UK.

eJ50

Publications
Armies of the Macedonian and Punic Wars £1.25

by Phil Barker (W.R.G.)

Armies and Enemies of Imperial Rome £1.75
by Phil Barker

Ensign I Warship Profiles King George V
Class £1 -20

Ensign II Warship Profiles Dido Class £1.20

The War Fleets of Antiquity £1.75
by Richard Nelson (W.R.G.)

Wargames Campaigns by Tony Bath £1.75
(W.R.G.)

English Civil War • U.S. publication £1.20

How tqWin Wargames (Mike Philpott
& Bob Thompson)

Armies & enemies of
ancient Egypt & Assyria. £2.10

Wargames rules
LAND BATTLES
10008C to 1000AD (W.R.G.I 90p
Wars of the Roses-Medieval (Decalset) 60p
Early Medieval (Birmingham) 50p
1500-1660 2nd. edition (Birmingham) 60p
Napoleonic (L.W.S.) 50p
1750-1850 Warfare (W.R.G.) 50p
American Civil War

(Confederate High Command) 65p
Infantry Action 1925-1975 (W.R.G.) 50p
Armour/Infantry Action 1925-1950 90p
Micro-Warfare-Ground Forces W.W.H

(Skytrex) 50p
Leicester Micro-Warfare W.W.II 55p
1950-1975 Armour/Infantry (W.R.G.) £1.05p
19th Century Warfare (S.L.Warlords) 60p
Colonial Skirmish Rules £1.20p

NAVAL BATTLES
Greek Naval (W.R.G.) 70p
Greek Naval Warfare (L.W.S.) 50p
Napoleonic Naval (Navwar) 60p
American Civil War Ironclads 40p
World War I Naval (Skytrex) 50p

'  World War II Naval (Leicester) 55p

Galactic Warfare Rules 50p

Accessories
16 mm Average Dice (2,3,3,4,4,5) per pair20p
16 mm Normal Spot Dice per pair20p
Decimal or Percentage Dice (20 sided) per pBir25p

Postage & Packing
U.K. RATES — 10% up to £3. min. 5p. Over £3 free

OVERSEAS RATES Surface mail 30% Air mail 60%

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

"TRIREME
Boxed Wargames by Decalset
recreating the tactics and
conditions employed by the i
Greeks and Persians at the time I

of the battle of Salamis. \
for 2 to 4 players.

. Post free in U.K.

£340

Remember! We stock Hinchliffe & Miniature ^^
Figurines products.S&T games & many others at the shop,
IS.Wollaton St.Nottingharn.tel43457. For full details send
^.A.E.-Seeyou at the Model Engineering Exhibition.

Dept.,MM10, 28 CHURCH STREET,
WYMESWOLD, LEICESTERSHIRE.



A Must List
k  ̂ ^ ® small, sinister-looking
I  package from Belfast, Northern Ireland, dropped at my
I  front door like a hot coal hy a rather nervous post

al was a poisoned needle hut on investigation turned out
sent to me hy our old friends MODEL FIGURES AND HOBBIES

British Parachute Forces, 19^0-45; No.3 British Eighth
Army, North Africa and No,4 Luftwaffe Air Crews,

Battle of Britain, 1940.

Included in a package of rules, LEICESTER MICRO MODELS LIMITED enclosed their latest Ranges and
Price List of 1:1200 scale Micro-Ships; 1:300 scale Micro-Tanks and their various sets of rules. If
you are an armour enthusiast and wish to re-fight the tank battles of World War II with the greatest
realism, then these 1:300 scale model tanks are the answer. The range includes hoth tanks and soft
vehicles for all the combatants of World War II plus Micro Infantry that scale with the tanks or you
can use printed Infantry Cards with 140 figures on each at 8p! These vehicles and figures can he
used on Micro Terrain - there are two 9" x 9" pieces available consisting of a village and a gun em
placement; painted up they look great. Incidentally, the tante are obtainable from 3 Kelvon Close,
Glenfield, Leicester. The list also briefly mentions their Micro-Ships in both 1:1200 scale and
1:4800 scale. The latter have a reasonable representation for World War I and a very large selection
for World War II - and how can you go wrong at 7p each! Ships are obtainable from 5 Goss Barton,
Nailsea, Bristol. Finally, the firm sells rules for Micro Tank Warfare; World War. I Naval Rules;
World War II Naval Rules; Gladiatorial Combat; Medieval Hand-to-Hand Combat Combat; Colonial Warfare;
Western Desert Warfare; World War II Infantry Rules; Wizards and Warfare Fantasy and, last but not
least Napoleonic rules. Ranging in price from' 35 to 60p, these rules are fairly comprehensiv-e
affairs and if you want to work from commercial sets then you will probably get as good a game from
these as any others. The Napoleonic Rules by Trevor Halsall were reviewed last month and this month



I'revor Halsall and Phil Hamer's Gladiatorial Comhat Rules have been again studied and applied. I say
this because seemingly my son had a set of these earlier in the year and has been very successfully
and realistically fighting with his quite reasonable collection of gladiators (mostly sent me for re
view purposes and passed on to Peter for more practical use). Frankly, at the moment the gladiators
are in the corner because, like so many other wargamers, he has gone madly overboard on Middle Earth
wargaming and "is frantically painting u^- grostesque elves, dwarfs and other repulsive objects which
one usually only sees after eating pickles for supper. Vastly stimulated by the book "The Hobbit"
by Tolkien (kindly sent by bookseller A.A.Johnston) Peter has tested and re-tested these rules and
pronounces them very realistic. He took them to the last meeting of the Wessex Military Society where
other fantasy enthusiasts huddled over them and the general opinion seemed to be that they looked very
workable. So therelyou are, there is no power on earth (what am I saying?) that would make me fight
wargames to these rules or in this period but for those who are addicted, then I suggest you study
this set of rules.

Everyone seems to be getting into the fantasy act - I notice from John Mansfield's bi-weekly
Newsletter SIGNAL that Gary;" Gygax has written a set of fantasy rules WARRIORS OF MARS (obtainable
for ^5.00 from Miniature Figurines U.S.A., 4311 Lemmon Avenue, Dallas, Texas, U.S.A. 75219). Seem
ingly these allow use of the new Hinchliffe figures that include John Carter of the Edgar Rice
Burroughs stories and are said to include the fascination of one set of rules that allows for both
swords and radium rifles! I am told that Miniature Figurines U.S.A. have available in 25mm size a
new Mars series of figures by Hinchliffe based on the work of Edgar Rice Burroughs. In addition to
John Carter there are ten figures with seven more to follow. I do not know whether these are obtain
able in Great Britain - I have not seen them advertised here - and it seems a bit odd that I should

read in an American publication about the products of a firm that advertise regularly in this maga
zine !

Talking of Hinchliffe figures - I hear that they are putting out a new series that includes
Crusaders and Saracens and also a range of new personality figures including Alexander the Great,
Chosroes II (whoever he is), Belisarius, Attila the Hun, Constantino and Aurelius. Again, I got this
information from an American publication!

Whilst on the subject of America, I notice from yet another American magazine that Ted Alexander
of 7641 Carroll Avenue, Takoma Park, MD 20012, U.S.A., has a complete line of Scruby 30mm Civil War,
Hinchliffe 25mm Civil War and SAE 30mm Civil War figures for sale. I was particularly interested to
read about the latter because SAE or Swedish-African Engineers ceased production about 10/l2 years
ago and although their range was seemingly limitless, there cannot be many retail sources of supply
still in existence. It is a strange coincidence that, in the same month, there should become avail
able two sources of ' Swedish-African Engineers 30mm American Civil War figures - for the other one
see the "Notice Board".

Back to rules - and after all where would we be without them - I see from SIGNAL that Lou Zocchi
of 1513 Newton Drive, Biloxi, Miss. 39532, U.S.A., has turned out a set of rules and equipment to
fight a Science Fiction wargame, particularly applicable to anyone interested in Heinlein's STARSHIP
TROOPERS or Pournelle's book Falkenburgs 42nd. The rules cost 03.50 per set and control warfare be
tween Starguards, Amerons and others against the alien insect races for control of outpost planets.
A starter set of 22 miniature castings, consisting of one character of each type mentioned in the
rules, cost 08.00. These rules have a conversion table which permit the use of a regular 6 sided
dice but the game is designed to be played with a 10 sided dice. You can also get a Polyhedra dice
set which has one 4-sided; one 6-sided; one 8-sided and a 12-sided dice plus a 10 numbered dice - all
for 02.00.

There can be few groups who have contributed more to our hobby of wargaming than the Skirmish
Wargame crowd - Steve Curtis, Mike Blake and Ian Colwill of I3 St. Decuman's Road, Watchet TA23 OHR,
Somerset, England. Their brilliantly conceived sets of rules for Colonial Skirmish and Western Gun-
fighting have added a completely new facet to wargaming. To meet them, see their converted figures
and actually be privileged to battle with them is a most stimulating experience. This it has been
my privilege to do in the past and quite recently some of us were able to get together and use their
new "THE OLD WEST 1816 to I9OO" Skirmish Wargames Rules. These have all the qualities of the old
set plus numerous innovations of an ingenious nature that make the game even better. These rules can be
used to fight skirmishes anywhere in the American Continent from 1816 to I90O - this includes the
Wars of Liberation in South America I8I6; the trail blazers against hostile Indian tribes in the
1830s; Mexican Revolution; the newly raised 1st Dragoons protecting the immigrant wagon trains;
Texans struggle for independence against Mexico (the Alamo, Goliad and San Jacinto); the Seminole
Wars in Florida; Hill-billy family feuds; bank robberies; train robberies; jail breaks; lynch mobs;
saloon brawls; knife fights; U.S. Cavalry against hostiles - Custer's Last Stand 1876; Range Wars -
showdowns - cowmen versus sheepmen and homesteaders against Indians; Canadian Mounties getting their
man in the snowy wastes of the North - all in glorious colour and limited only by the imagination!
Watch for SKIRMISH WARGAMES adverts for the availability and price of these superb new rules.

I could be self-deprecating at this stage and say "from the sublime to the ridiculous" but I am
not going to! 1 am putting in a little plug here for the sets of relatively simple rules that can
be purchased through this magazine in periods ranging from Ancient through Mediaeval; English Civil
War (Pike-and-Shot); Marlburian and Seven Years War; Napoleonic; American Civil War; Horse-and-
Musket (including Colonial); World War I (Colonial) and World War II. At 25p per set they represent
a reasonable purchase for the beginner, for your son or even for yourself because they give a reason
ably accurate and fast game and all of them were, in the first place, the rules used by Don
Featherstone and his associates until superseded by those in use at present (which might not really
be better when one comes to think of it!)

I notice that the Micro Mold Group who now sell the Bellona Battle Game Landscape diorama
pieces in 2G/25mm'scale have increased their range. Among the latest items are D12 - an Ancient
hill fort and 01 - a row of three French style houses in low relief. There is a very good range of

wargames terrain and scenery available from Micro Mold, all calculated to make your battlefield look
much more realistic than you can probably make it on your own. Send a stamped envelope for a list



specifying your particular interest or if you want the BELLCNA'BOOKLET send l6p.

Hasegawa, the Japanese plastic kit manufacturers, have some interesting new items. These include
an 88mm flak kit which is an almost essential companion to their 8-ton SdKfz 7 half-track. Seven crew
figures are included and being to 1:72 scale are ideal to fit in with existing figures and equipment.
The same firm put out the quadruple-mount 20mm flak on a SdKfz 7 half-track. Hasegawa's fast-growing
range of 1:72 scale military vehicles, with crews, many in alternative positions, are filling a long
felt need for slightly off-heat material unobtainable elsewhere. Such an item is their SdKfz 7 half
track mounting the German 37mm gun.

PLAISTOW PICTORIAL of 3 New Plaistow Road, Stratford, London E15 3JA, have an interesting new
coloured list of their prints and posters 1975. Most of these are well worth framing and all of them
will certainly give an appropriate air to your wargames room.

If you are one of the fast growing group of wargamers fighting Individual Skirmish games then by
now you will know of Shamus O.D.Wade, 37 Davis Road, Acton, London W.3., who can supply a vast range
of 5Amm figures by Britains and all the other makers long since out of production. His latest list
number K ̂ 8 includes numerous Britains figures and also some rather interesting landsknechts from the
Quentin Durward Series besides a selection of cowboys, both mounted and on foot.

Last but not least we come to what makes the hobby tick - model soldiers and we will kick-off
with MINIATURE FIGURINES whose new catalogue is now available at 50p. In loose-leaf form, it in
cludes a dozen pages of photographs of figures from their range which certainly are of great help to
the wargamer perplexed by the multiplicity of figures and makers now at his:disposa1. Of course,
you do not have to be reminded of the vast range of figures put out by Miniature Figurines who have
long since rushed ahead of the rest of the field, suffice to say that the catalogue lists six pages
of Napoleonic figures; tvv'o pages of Ancient figures; a page of Renaissance period; one page Hundred
Years War; one page English Civil War; one page Marlburian; one page American War of Independence;
one page Thirty Years War; one page Science Fiction, space ships, mythical earth; one page Spanish
Conquistadors, Samurai, Mongols, Chinese; two pages Seven Years War; one page American Civil War and
Indian Plains Wars; 15mm range (Napoleonic, English Civil War and Ancient); artillery, guns and
limbers 25mm range two pages; bands, sets of figures and pieces in 25mm scaie one page and books and
rules one page. And it is all in very small print too! A real tycoon these days, Neville Dickinson
certainly has put Miniature Figurines on the map and this year has been to U.S.A. twice and Australia
opening up new production plants and granting agencies besides importing from America the very latest
casting machines which are absolutely streets ahead of anything else in existence.

Another name weil known to wargamers and of even longer standing than Miniature Figurines is
TRADITION, at first famed for their still inimitable 54mm collectors models, they have recently
entered the wargames market and tlieir range is rapidly increasing. The latest sent me for review
are a fascinating and varied collection - Potsdam Giant Grenadier; Marquis of Anglesey; British Napoleonic
private at attention; 21st Lancer 1898; 21st Lrnccrs, 1898; Emir of Khalifa's Bodyguard 1898 (mounted);
Taaishi of the Baggari Tribe on amel 1898; 4 Indian Army gunners; Texas Ranger with shot gun and
wounded Confederate Cavalryman. ir .

They have also sent me a very nice model of an American Civil War cavalryman from Rush's Lancers
whose lance is cast separately and has a spigot in the bottom of the lance to enable it to be in the
slung position. The figure is also made with the lance at the charge. The Colonial figures - the
Indian Army gunners are fine and will fit in well with some of my Colonial 30mm range (because it is
the old fashioned 30mm and not the new fangled idea of that scaie!). The collector of 30rara figures,
and there are still some of we more enlightened people around - wi 1 1 long since have discovered tliat
the 25inm figure looks ideal when mounted on a 30mm horse - this makes tlie British Colonial lancers
(21st Lancers of Omdurman fame) ideal for adding yet another unit to my Colonial armies and the Texas
Ranger with the double-barrelled shot gun may well play a significant role in some Individual War-
gaming in the not too distant date! Whoever designed the camel certainly made it look the disdain
ful, arrogant and thoroughly unpleasant beast it seems to be!

Finaliy we come to yet another model soldier manufacturer entering the commercial field - to
properly introduce you 1 am reproducing their letter heading. Recently I met the designers Rae and

Tony Paul at a meeting of the Wessex Military Society when they thoroughly im
pressed Members with their fine collection of painted 15mm American Civil War
figures. I bel ieve these two lads are firemen in Bournemouth so that no doubt
they make these figures in some spirit of urgency but if they do, then it is
not reflected in the models whicli I found very pleasing. It is the opinion of
many of the leading manufacturers and others within the hobby that 15mm scale

is the coming size for wargaming, that it will, to a large extent, super
sede all other scales. If it is to occur then models in 15mm scale must

with compliments of the same high standard as those now available in 20, 25 and 30ram
scales. 1 think it is reasonable to say that the SOLDIER ON range of
American Civil War figures goes a long way towards fulfilling this aim.

j Their horses are exceptionally good and even unpainted display a fine
i  sense of action - having seen them painted I know that they look good.

Among the samples sent me are both Federal and Confederate cavalry,
(MINIATURE MODELS) mounted and dismounted; a gun team of six horses

II CYRIL ROAD,SPRINGBOURNE.BOURNEMOUTH DORSET BH8 8QE Tvith limber and gun, with riders in both Federal
and Confederate uniforms available and also gun
ners for both sides. The infantry are in good

wargaming positions, including advancing, firing (standing, kneeling and lying) and with drummers,
officers and standard bearers; therp are also Zouaves available. This seems to be a very complete
range in a period not covered by other 15mm manufacturers. The American Civil War is a fascinating
conflict to recreate on the table-top and these smaller scale figures, both because of their size and
price, make it possible to very adequately recreate many of the smaller battles of that war. SOLDIER
ON are to be congratulated on entering the field with a new range of good quality figures.
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the publisher has certainly done him proud - and I speak as
an author who has not always heen entirely satisfied with the manner of presentation of my own hoous.
Armed with this volume, no wargamer has any excuse for inaccuracy in reproducing fortifications; in
deed, the comparative neglect of siege warfare as a tahle—top reconstruction might well receive a
much needed stimulus hy the puhlication of this hook. For example, if you are an Ancients-fan then
have a look at the drawing of the fortified walls of Tiryns on page 10 and then think about garrison
ing such a place with your Ancient Greeks! The hook begins with the Ancient world, discusses forti
fications and attacks upon them including details of siege engines and their operation; Castles of
the Middle Ages are well covered and include many familiar to us in this country, including those
huiJt bv Edward I in Wales. I was interested and somewhat ashamed to note the photographs of some
wonderful castles in Italy at places which I remember visiting during my three years in that country
in World War II - I must have been a blind and uncomprehending soldier because I cannot recall seeing
any of them. Probably I was more interested in looking for bars, eggs and chips and Italian girls!
The fortifications of the Renaissance have a sort of a "toy land" appearance as many of them look
like tlie fairy tale castles depicted in children's books. The Baroque period explains the defence-
in-depth method as typified in this country by Dea! Castle and we begin to see the more familiar
appearance of the fortifications of Vauban, the daddy of them all. Having clambered around numer
ous fortifications such as Almeida, Ciudad Rodrigo, Burgos and Badajoz while being ably instructed
by that expert David Chandler, I have a great feeling for these 17th and 18th century defence works
and great justice is done to them in these pages. This particularly applies to Fort George at
Inverness where I recall spending a fascinating if chilly afternoon with Members of the Wessex
Military Society. The fortifications of the 19th century, leading up to those refurbished fortresses
of World War I fame, such as Liege and those at Verdun, are also of the greatest interest to me and
I have '•.■ '( il l many interesting hours clambering round gun emplacements in the Forts on Portsdown Hills
overlooking Portsmouth and Hurst Castle at the mouth of the Solent. Perhaps it is because I have an
imagination and I am deeply interested in things military so that, once in these ancient buildings,
I can become almost mystically attuned and rarely fail to sense the underlying atmosphere of the
place. When I say that I obtained traces of that same feeling when looking at the photographs and
riffling through the pages of this book, I am indeed praising its compelling aspects. I cannot speak
too highly of MILITARY ARCHITECTURE.

MILITARY MODELLING ANNUAL. (9f" x 7i"; l^'i pages; innumerable coloured and black-and-white
illustrations, photographs, drawings, etc. Argus Books Ltd - £2.50p).

This soft covered annual is made up of specially commissioned articles from regular contributors
to the magazine MILITARY MODELLING; therefore it contains something of everything for everyone. Be
ginning with a short but invaluable article mi Mi comparison of figure sizes, it goes on with fine -
illustrated articles on Armoured Rail-Cars in Ireland, suggestions for a Medieval Wargaine by Charles
Grant; Russian Marines 1812; Knights of the Crusades; an interesting Individual Wargame/conversion
8;-;:iele about Samurai (also another article on these gentlemen); French Hussars before the Emperor
Napoleon; making a model of a Buffalo Hunter 5'4mm; H.M.S. Wild Goose with plans; a diorama and con
structing a plastic kit in a bottle; making up S'lmm Prussian Dragoon officer; a well illustrated
article on the Gurkhas plus articles on plastic kit construction and conversion and general model
making. Full of interest and a fine effort although perhaps a little expensive for a soft covered
publication.

JOURNAL OF THE SOCIETY FOR ARMY HISTORICAL RESEARCH - Volume II 1923. (9i" x 6i". Arms and
Armour Press - £^.50p.}

This is the next volume in sequence to the recently printed Volume I of the collected issues of
the quarterly journal originated in 1921 by the .Society for Army Historical Research. Packed with
authoritative and valuable information on the British Army both home and overseas, this book has
something on every page of interest to the military collector. It is illustrated as it was in its
day, being an exact reproduction of the quarterly journals of the period beginning in 1923. It
also includes a special publication "The Orderly Book of Lord Ogilvy's Regiment 17A5-A6" during the
period of the Jacobite Rebellion when they were part of the Army of Prince Charles Stuart. This is
a "hard-to-put-down" style of book!



LEGACY OF GLORY by Michael Glover. (9i" x 6i"; 353 pages; 12
illustrations; h maps. Charles Scrihner, New York).

This book, published in U.S.A. in 1971, is available from
British bookseller A.A.Johnston of Pitney, Langport, Somerset, and
wargamers interested in the Peninsular War will be strongly advised
to get a copy while stocks last. When speeding comfortably along
today's vastly improved roads of Spain and PortugAl, one realises
with a considerable sense of awe and admiration that the British,
French, Portugese and Spanish troops of 165 years ago marched every
step of the way. A glance at a map of the Peninsular reveals the
vast distances between well known battlefields like Albuera, Burgos, ~
Salamanca, Vitoriaj Busaco, Vimeiro and all the others. The sequence
of events are well known to all of us - but less familiar from the '
French viewpoint. In this book, Michael Glover, tells how Napoleon s - '
overpowering personality affected all those around him, and how the
tide turned so that his brother, Joseph the puppet King of Spain, and - -
his Marshals all failed in their turn to change Wellington's victor- generaljuNor.
ious march. We know the background, the reactions of the British to . +v. * + QvmQtvi r.f
their unchanging course of victory - but here one can read of the same emotions and the aftermath of
defeat as exnerienced by the French. The author has a first-class track-record in this period and
therefore it is understandable that he should make a first-class Job of approaching a familiar war
from an unfamiliar angle.

BILL THURBON ON BOOKS

Have you noticed how many well-known first war books have been re-issued in the last year or so
- not only in paperbacks. For instance HcCudden's '^Flying Fury" and 1 have just found in our local
library iddic Rickenbackers "Fighting the Flying Circus" (first published in 1919). This edition is
edited by Arch Whitehouse.

Have vnii read "Crimsoned Prairies" by Brig. General SoL.A.Marshall (U.S.A. Rtd)? This takes a
very balance view of the Indian Wars, neither whitewashing the Americans or following the Bury my
Heart at Wounded Knee" school. His judgements are interesting, and he makes a number of interesting
comparisons between the Indian Wars and later campaigns World War 1 and 11, Korea and Vietnam - he
is especially interesting in pointing out how often in Vietnam the mistakes of the Indian Wars were
repeated. He also makes an interesting reference to Chivington and Sand Creek and to My Lai.

Ernie Bradford^ "The Shield and the Sword - The Knights of Malta" and Corelli Burnett's "Britain
and Her Army. 1509-1970" are now published 1^ paperback.

"Tales of the Mountain Gunners" by C.H.T.MacFetridge and J.P.Warren. This is a really lovely
anthoJSb'gy of tales of the mountain gunners, previously in India, but also in Gallipoli in 1915 and
in the Burma campaign in the last war. The jacket and frontispiece is from "Snaffles" painting of
the "Mountain Gunner" and the first team is, as it had to be, Kipling's famous "Screw Guns .

Guns, gunners, mules and motor transport, all have their part, as also does transport by air in
the World War 11. There are also stories in lighter vein, and delightful accounts of some wonderful
characters among the officers.

A curious quirk of memory reminded me that when 1 was about 9 years old 1 had a toy mountain
gun, complete with mules and gunners - what a pity it did not survive - it would have been an inter
esting item now.

But this is a delightful book for all Colonial wargamers and a fit tribute to "only the pick of
the army that handles the dear little pets."

"The Citizen Armies" by Jack Haswell. The author defines a citizen army as one that comes into
being as the result of a supreme national crisis arising from an actual or threatened attack on a
country's territory and/or freedom; it must have the support and approval of the recognised local
government within the country concerned; it must develop into a recognised field force, and the
maiority of its officers and soldiers must be volunteers, whose lives and interests, at least lor
several years before hostilities began were not associated with soldiering and when the war was over
returned to Civil Life. -

After a prelimimnry study of early warfare, from Sumeria to the English Civil War, the author
provides studies of the American War of Independence and Civil War, the early French Revolutionary
Armies, the South African War, the Great War, the Chinese Armies, Spanish Civil War and the Irish
troubles. A thought'-»pxovoking "background" book.

"The Catalan Vengeance" by Alfonso Lowe. 1 saw this reviewed in "History" and found it an in
terest inrTtudy~of~rperT^ of which 1 know nothing. It is an account of the career in the ftth
century of a band of Catalan Mercenaries, led by Roger de Flor a "brilliant and unscrupulous adven
turer" ca»iMlgning in Asia Minor, during which they cleared the country of Turks. Byzantine treach
ery was followed by Catalan revenge, and then the foundation of the dutchies of Athens and Neopatras
which remained in Spanish hands for eighty years. An interesting study of a little known historical
period.

"Air War over Korea" by Robert Jackson. An interesting study of the air war above Korea in the
1950. Full of detail of the fighting and the planes.



LOOKING AROUND

AIRFIX MAGAZINE - December 197A. (Available from bookstalls and shops). Beautifully compiled
and illustrated as always, with a fine range of mouth-watering advertisements, includes numerous
articles on aircraft plus illustrated contributions on 8th Army in the Desert - HQ and MMG figure
conversions by John Bandars; George Gush on the Dutch Army in the Renaissance Warfare Period (abso
lutely invaluable to Pike-and-Shot enthusiasts); 5kmxa figure conversions; variations on the Scorpion
tank; British Army Uniforms by Bryan Fosten of Marlburian Ensigns (includes some useful flags of the
period) plus all the latest reviews of books, figures, kits, etc. (Monthly 22p).

THE BULLETIN of the British Model Soldier Society - No.5. (Quarterly - Annual subscription
£3.00p - J.Ruddle, 22 Priory Gardens, Hampton, Middlesex). Reports of Meetings, reviews of latest
5kmm figures and flat figures; records and tapes; correspondence - a very thin issue and Mlthianlyc^r p.
annum not very good value.

BATTLEFLEET - Magazine of the Naval Wargames Society - Vol.7: No.12. (Published every A to 6
weeks — Annual subscription £lo50p — W.E.McKenzie, l6 Hugo Road, London N19 5EU). Contains articles
on The Fastest Cruisers; A Napoleonic Naval Campaign plus figure review.

EUROPA - No.3. (Bi-monthly - Walter Haas, Postfach 229, CH-A018, Basel 18, Switzerland). An
unbound duplicated magazine published in Switzerland and mainly aimed at stimulating interest :in
board-games, a number being reviewed in this issue. In a sense, the magazine is a game in itself as
you try to get some sense of cohesion from its most unusual tightly typed paragraphs. Seemingly like
most things connected with board-games, it has a sort of esoteric charm but you need patience to
appreciate it! The editor is now trying to explain a statement in an earlier issue that Britain is
not part of Europe and that, like the Common Market, they do not really needius.

GUIDON - Vol.32: No.2. (Quarterly - The Miniature Figure Collectors of America, P.O.Box 311,
Haverford, PA. 190'fil, U.S.A.) Contains report on the 197A Show with pictures of prize winning models
plus reviews of books, figures, etc.

MANCHESTER AREA WARGAMES SOCIETY - Club Magazine November. (Monthly - J. Howe, 72 Doveleys Road,
Salford, Manchester.) Contains articles on Naval Warfare of World War 11; Monuments of Ancient,
Mediaeval and Byzantine Greece; The Ten Years War in Cuba; book and figure reviews; The Gauls; MMs or
inches; and other items.

MILITARY AFFAIRS - October 1974. (Quarterly - published for the American Military Institute by
the Department of History, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas 66506, U.S.A. - ̂ 15 per annum).
A fine, very professional magazime with exceelent reviews of books, museums, etc. Articles include
The U.S. Army Occupies Cuba 1898-99; The United States Navy and the Taking of Panama 1901-1903; U.S.
Marines in the 20th Century; Educating Civil War Generals at West Point 1833-1861; The Army and the
Indians.

MILITARY MODELLING - December 1974. (25p bookstalls). A beautifully produced magazine which
lives up to its title. Contains well illustrated articles on Russian Cuirassiers 1812; Current
British A.F.V. colours and trim; Apache Indians; Motor Torpedo Boats; The French AMX lOP tank; Rogers'
Rangers; British Army Vehicle colour schemes and markings of World War 11 — Formation Badges; making
dioramas; plus reviews of the latest books, figures, etc.

PANZERFAUST - No.64. (^1.50 - P.O.Box C, Belfast, Maine 04915. U.S.A.) Contains articles on
Wargamer's Guide to the American Civil War (useful Orders of Battle); The Battle of Middleton (ACW);
Report on a modern wargame; Chainmail - fantasy variant; December 1941; reviews of niunerous board-,
games and bookSo

SIGNAL - No.68. (Bi-weekly - 8 for £1.00p - John Mansfield, P.O.Box 830, CFPO 5056, 757 Baden
Baden 1, West Germany.) Contains all the latest news on Conventions, board-games, films, magazines,
models, kits, etc., etc. 1 am fascinated as to where he obtains all his information - and does the
Canadian Army get value for their money out of Cpl John Mansfield?

SOLDIER - December 1974. (7ip newsagents). 1 have just noticed the price of this magazine -
it must be the biggest literary bargain of the day! Beautifully illustrated, the magazine on the
modern army, this contains articles on the Dorset Military Museum; The Welsh Guards back in Brussels
after 30 years; illustrated article on the Southern Skirmish Association (ACW counterpart to the
Sealed Knot); plus excellent reviews on models, books, records, etc.

THE VEDETTE - Journal of the National Capital Military Collectors - Fall 1974. (P.O.Box 30003,
Bethesda, MD 20014, U.S.A. -Annual subscription 05.00 per annum). Illustrated articles on Bavarian
17th century cavalry; The Horse in Action; Wargamer's Corner; Mounted Bands of the British Army;
C.B.G. Mignot Flats; The Story behind Kipling's "Snarleyow"; reviews of figures, books, etc.

WAR MONTHLY - No.11. (Newsagents - 45p). Beautifully produced and illustrated, this interest
ing magazine contains fine photographs of World War 1 siege guns and illustrated articles on E-boats;
Amiens 1918; the B25 Mitchell gunship; Siege Guns; Inchon, Korea, 1950; Acre 1799. Packed with in
teresting reading and well recommended.

WORLD WAR ENTHUSIAST 1939-1945 - July-August and September-October 1974. (Bi-monthly - 05.00
per annum - Ray Merriam, GHL, 218 Beech, Bennington, Vermont 05201, U.S.A.) Written with heart and
enthusiasm with the greatest interest to the wargamer in this period, contains articles on the
Flemish Volunteers of the Third Reich 1940-45; The R.A.C. Tank Museum; The Westland Lysander; notes

CONTTNUFU ON PAGF 30.
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NOTICE BOARD
I would like to form a wargaming and board gaming club in the Barkingside and Newbury Park area.

1 would be pleased to hear from any person giving their support, ideas or offers of help for such a
venture. Absolutely anybody whether they be beginner or experienced, young or old would be welcomed
at the club. Mr. J.R.Sharman, 10 Sherwood Road, Barkingside, Ilford, Essex IG6 IBW.

ooOoo

Gerry Sandford the military artist, who died last year, was also a wargamer and his armies are
available for sale. There are more than ^00 30mm metal American Civil War figures (made by Swedish-
;African Engineers (S.A.E.)) and about 200 30mm plastic A.C.W. - all well painted. There are about
24 painted Zouaves. Then there is a collection of painted 25mm Napoleonics, including guns and
teams, metal and plastic. Write (with stamped envelope) to Mrs.B.Sandford, 87 Benland, Bretton,
Peterborough PE3 8ED.

ooOoo

FOR SALE; Back numbers of WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER extending over period late 1972 up to February
1974, ^Op each pi? 9 for £1.50p (U.S.A./Canada 50c each or 9 for 04.00 plus 30c Bank Handling charge).
All prices include postage. Don Featherstone, 69 Hill Lane, Southampton, SOl .5AD, England. Back
numbers of WTUIGAMER'S NEWSLETTER from March 1974 can be obtained from TRADITION, 188 Piccadilly,
London WIV 9DA, at 30p including postage.

ooOoo

I r v:"- Ip;" p M!!'I LI 'ALT" ritiu'fs, ["pinlrd or imp." i n I ed, Tor pHsposrl 1 LpP'c Inr.' c tniriliors
o;.!': p";! ' rrcp i jo (iioro' j I! i ('(') in nos I porioc's, Ipy Min.iritirc I"" i ■ u r i lies : L.piii - ; I'i iicL ' i f'c :
Corr'^on; Trf'' , • . o'r-,. vLjr ii T iri t ; cvrOi,'. iv c Tor idn," i d lee' li ■ P's I oiiid 'V' I'j i l I p'ito,
oip 1 : M,! IIP:. ,."1 ~ ■.

ooOoe

LOOKING AROUND Continued from Page 29.

to modellers; The Russian Soldier; The Focki'Wulf FW 19O; German Anti-Personnel Stick Grenades; Tank
Recovery Vehicles; Remote Controlled Tank K-3; The Aleutian Campaign; USAAF Aircraft Nicknames; plus
sections for the miniature wargamer and reviews of books, catalogues, records - you name it it is
here. Packed with intiiprestiiig World War II material.

THE LITERATURE OF WARGAMING
,  BOOKS BY DONALD FEATHERSTONE - Personally incribed to YOU, signed by the author. Send cash with
order to Wargamer's Newsletter, 69 Hill Lane, Southampton, SOl 5AD. All these publications can also
be purchased at the TRADITION shop in London.

WARGAMES - The original text book of wargaming. £2.20p. (06.50).
NAVAL WARGAMES - Sea battles with model ships. C:2.45p. (07.00).
AIR WARGAMES - Battles with model aircraft. £1.65p. (05.00).
ADVANCED WARGAMES - £2.45p. (-07.00).
WARGAME CAMPAIGNS - £2.45p. (07.00). (Reprinting October 1974 when it will cost £2.85p (08.50)).
WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - 3000 BC to 1500 AD - £3.00p. (09.00).
WARGAMES THROUGH THE 4GES Vol.11 - 1420-1783 - £3.20p. (09.50).
BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS - £3.10n. (09.00).
BATTLE NOTES FOR WARGAMERS - Fifteen battles, from 43BC to Korea in 1953. £3.20p. (09.25).
SOLO WARGAMES - The book for the lonely wargamer. £2.60p. (07.50).
HANDBOOK FOR MODEL SOLDIER COLLECTORS - An essential reference book. 90p. (03.00).
MILITARY MODELLING - £2.15p^ (06.25).
TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE - THE WESTERN DESERT CAMPAIGN - £3.00p. (06.50).
POITIERS 1356 - (Knights "Battles for Waraamers" series'). £1.15p. (03.50).
AT THEM WITH THE BAYONET! - The 1st Sikh War 1845-6. £1.65p. (05.00).
MACDONALD OF THE 42nd - The story of a Highlander of the Black Watch. £3.35p. (09.50).
COLONIAL SMALL WARS 1837-1901. With descriptive text and 79 maps. £4.25p. (013.00).
CAPTAiN CAREY'S BLUNDER. Set during the Zulu War of 1879. £3.75p. (011.00).
OLD BRITISH MODEL SOLDIERS. 1895-1918 by L.Richards. £1.65p. (05.00).
A Series of Handbooks dealing with wargaming:

1. Rules for Ancient Wargames (lOOO BC to 900 AD) by Tony Bath.
2." Rules for Mediaeval period by Tony Bath.
3. Rules for 1750 period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation in America) by Tony Bath.
4. Rules for Napoleonic Wargames by Donald Featherstone.
5. Rules for American Civil War games byi-Donald Featherstone.
6. Rules for late 19th Century Wargames (incl. Colonial Wars against Natives) by Donald Featherstone.
7. Rules for 1917 period wargame in German South-West Africa (including rules for early tanks,

armoured cars, etc.,) by Donald Featherstone.
8. Rules for 1944 Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker.
9. Pike and Shot - English Civil War by Donald Featherstone.

WARCAW? Ta ? for £2.00p (06.00) including postage.GAMES TERRAIN - Illustrated booklet describing how to construct realistic battlefield 55p (02.00).



Lou Bncchi's

flUEn SPACE w
Who are the Rux? Can you dodge their fl ight of javelin

torpedoes ?

^ Are the Zarks as invincible as they seem?
Can you out-manoeuvre the mighty Kuzi Battle Cruiser?

/  Find out in this new, highly challenging, adult, science-
J  / fiction game, which gives each player command of a
^  warp-speed starship. Each ship is equipped with main

and auxi I ary engines, blazers, shields, life-support

system and it's own unique weapon, such as the

Repazoid's tentacle beam for grappling enemy ships.

The ALIEN SPACE Battle Manual includes eight spaceship pieces with their hit record
sheets and performance profiles. Each ship is represented by a detailed top-side drawing
some three inches long, set within a 360 degree compass, printed black on red card. The
conflict is fought on any convenient flat surface, preferably eight feet square. Put your
helm over to course 060, snap shields on ful l , close for battle at warp three with the Rux
al ien to starboard. Order your copy of ALIEN SPACE now for hours of high adventure
that wil l be out of this world.

COLONIAL
r///#

< SKIRMISH WARGAME
# RULES 1850 - 1900

The great days of Colonial expansionl In Africa, hear the nerve-tingling y^lls of swTf^?^
riding Tuaregs as they circle the last three Legionnaires at the waterhole. On the Nqrth
West Frontier of India, you calm your men, waiting with bayonets fixed ("Steady lads")
ready for the charge of wild Pathan hillmen. Used with 30mm or 25mm figures, these
rules bring you hot, personalised, squad-level action. Each man is a character in h'Sj
own right. Percentages are used for al l the calculations and the necessary 20-sided ^

Percentage Dice are available from us. Come back now to the glory that was Empire I ,

Al l the above are available now from: Steve Curtis

SKIRMISH WARCAMES ~
"THE LAZY B", 13 ST. DECUMAN'S ROAD, WATCHET, SOMERSET, TA23 OMR.

The ALIEN SPACE Battle Manual containing 8 ships/record sheets, price £1-60
The COLONIAL SKIRMISH WARGAME RULES, 1850-1900 .. .. price £1-00

20-sided PERCENTAGE DICE (for use with Colonial Rules) per pair, price -30p

(Please note: American customers contact LOU ZOCCHI at

1513 Newton Drive, Biloxi, Mississippi, 39532, USA, for al l the above game



UNIFORMS OF THE SEVEN YEARS WAR

PRUSSIA
PUBLISHED BY GREENWOOD & BALL LTD.

A must for all collectors and wargamers, this,

NO- 1 in a new uniform reference series (paper

backed only) is now available to your Model

dealer and Book shop. Containing 22 Uniforms

in colour, 13 Standards in colour and many

useful black and white illustrations, a good

handy reference, long overdue for this period.
Future books will cover the other armies

engaged in the Seven Years war. No. 2 already

being compiled deals with the Austrian Army.

Order your copy early and start building

at reasonable cost a comprehensive library on

the Seven Years War.

Publication date December 9th PRICE NO. 1 .85p plus .1 Op postage

61 WESTBURY ST., THORNABY-ON-TEES TEESIDE

D FOUR OF TODAYS LEADING NAMES

BY GREENWOOD & BALL LTD



ENSIGN

1/1200 Scale Warships
1/1200 SCALE
SHIPS AND ACCESSORIES
Our lists offer the largest selection in the U.K.
From AIRCRAFT CARRIERS to MOTOR TORP
EDO BOATS Spares including BRITISH 15" GUN
TURRETS, LANDING CRAFT, AIRCRAFT, 9"
TRIPLE TURRETS etc. Best Value in Europe,
Boats from 7p. 5p Stamp for full listings. New
items monthly.

f»P» AUSTCR|.iT2 lENA ^
EYLAU FRIEOLANO *•"

MOSKOVA

VlENNE BEAlIN

M ̂ aMAORiO MOSCOU

' • \ • • •

> • • • • »

S.E.G.O.M.
of

PARIS

WARGAME FIGURES

5p Stamp for full listings

Model Figures & Hobbles
Lower Balloo Road, Groomsport, Co. Down,

N. Ireland BT19-2LU

GAROB .Wti
IMPERtALE

I'EMPEPeua /rp,
NAPOttON

tXs AuradotMttiTncsooCNAOlCRS 5^-

Iftvg.sB

MIT

54mm Model Soldier Kits

EASY TO MAKE AND CONVERT—FUN TO COLLECT

Historically accurate kits consisting of finely detailed
components moulded in various plastics, and where
appropriate, helmets and breastplates are metal-
plated. Some kits contain wool and fabrics to make
helmet crests and plumes. With a little ingenuity
the figures can be animated into almost any posture.
The kits are easy to assemble and are ideal for both
the expert and novice, provided you use the CORRECT
adhesives and paints. Coloured prints are included
with all kits.

Price 50p plus U.K. postage and packing lOp for I kit.
plus 2p for each additional kit.

HELMET ADHESIVE iOp per tube

For overseas postage and packing add 20% (surface
mail). Send postal orders, cheques or international
money orders to:

HELMET PRODUCTS, BETCHWORTH,
SURREY, ENGLAND

* Only order kits marked with an asterisk

CAVALRY
British Life Guards 1815
British Inniskillin^ Dragoon IBIS
The Scots Greys I8IS
French Line Dragoon Trooper i803-IS
French Line Dragoon Officer 1803-IS
Russian Heavy Cavalry I8I2-IS
French Carabinier Officer IBiO-IS
Frnnch Carabinier Trooper 1810-15
French General Cuirassiers 1610-15
French Empress Dragoon 1806-15
Empress Dragoon Trumpeter 1906*15
French Horse Grenadier 1807-15
French Cuirassiers Officer 1810-15
French Cuirassiers Trooper 1803-15
French Cuirassiers Trumpeter 1807-15
French Line Lancers 1811-15
1st Polish Guard Lancers 1809-15
2nd Red Guard Lancers 1810-15
British ]7th Lancers Crimea 1854
British 17th Lancers Parade 1846-55
British lOth Hussar 1815
British 18th Hussar 1809-15
British Light Dragoons 1812-15
French Hussars 1807-15
Chasseurs of Guard 1804-15
British Officer RHA 1800-15
Black Brunswick Hussar IBIS

INFANTRY
British Inf. — Peninsular A Waterloo
Dutch Infantry — Waterloo
Belgium Infantry — Waterloo

Avalon Hill Ganies
THE GENERAL MAGAZINE

The Avalon Hill General Is dedicated to variations of

strategy of Avalon Hill Games. Historical articles, and

useful background information of current Avalon Hill

Games.

Subscriptions 6 Issues £3.60 post free. Single copies 60p.

1  GETTYSBURG (Crucial Battle of the American Civil War) ...

2 WATERLOO (The Final Defeat of Napoleon)

3 D-DAY (The Allied Invasion of Europe 1944)

4 STALINGRAD (The Turning Point of the Russian Campaign)

5 AFRIKA KORPS (The North Africa 1941-43)

NOW AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL STORE

or In case of difficulty, direct, p.&p. 30p per game

6 MIDWAY (Carrier Warfare in the Pacific)

^  7 BATTLE OF THE BULGE (Ardennes 1944)
8  BLITZKRIEG (Hypothetical Strategic Modern Warfare)

'  and .,Q krIEGSPIEL (Hypothetical Modern Warfare)
^  Hill 11 PANZERBLITZ (Tactical Warfare on the Eastern Front

W.W.II)

12 LUFTWAFFE (Allied Bomber Offensive on Germany)

^  13 ORIGINS OF W.W.II (The Power Struggle preceding
W.W.II)

£4.90 14 FRANCE 1940 (Germany's Invasion of France)

£4.90 15 RICHTHOFEN'S WAR (Tactical Aerial Warfare W.W.II) ...

£4.90 16 OUTDOOR SURVIVAL (Manhunt in the Wilderness)

£4.90 23 TACTICS II (Two Nations in Conflict)

£4.90 24 '1776' (Loss of the American Colonies)

Retailers' Inquiries welcomed

646 High Rd., N. Finchley N12 ONL 01-445 6531



metal miniatures.

m. Wargames Figures.

NAP OLEONI CS. Bri tish, French, Prussian, Austrian,

Russian and Spanish.

/

Of tic e r s, S ta n d a rd B e a r e r s, D r u m m e r s, a n d Artillery

crews for ollarms.

OTHER RANGES a va i lab le. ore E k s. R o ma ns,g A uls ,

GOTriS, NORMAN,S AX ONS,T UR KS,a n d a large selection of

ENGLISH CIVIL WAR.

PRICES. Infantry. Xjp Caval ry.18p
catalogue lOp from Mai l Order Office

23 GR OVE ROAD,

leighton buzzard,

BE DS. LU7 8S F

U.S.A.
DISTRIB UT ORS

C.S.&D.INC.

731 So. University Blvd.

Denver.

Colorado.8 02 09

KIRWAN DISTRIBUTORS

1516 Montcloir Place,

Ann Arbor

Michigan.



WALL MODELS LTD.
ERIC and IVY KNOWLES

OPEN TO 6 p.m. EACH EVENING

CLOSED ALL DAY THURSDAY
WE SPECIALISE FOR THE WARGAMER

AND MILITARY FIGURE COLLECTOR

LAMMING MEDIEVAL a.d ANCIENT RANGES
FULL CATALOGUE AVAILABLE at 15p including postage and packing

also a new book by F. LORAINE PETRE—

NAPOLEON'S LAST CAMPAIGN IN
GERMANY-1813-E3-95-I-P&P

NOW IN STOCK-FAMOUS WESTWOOD CALENDARS-1975

CAVALRY UNIFORMS - £3-20 and SOLDIERING - £2-60
EACH CONTAINING HIGH QUALITY FRAMEABLE PRINTS

MAIL

ORDER

TERMS

Under £5 add 20p

Over £5 post free

OVERSEAS;

Surface Mall 30%

Airmail 60%

U.K. ONLY:

All enquiries welcome
but please enclose SA.E.

373 HIGH STREET NORTH, MANOR PARK, LONDON E12 6PG. TELEPHONE: 01-472 2508

FOR WARGAMES, COLLECTOR'S

PIECES, etc.

FOR ALL THINGS COLLECTABLE

EMPLOY AND ENJOY THE SERVICES OF

AN EXPERT.

STEPHEN P. WRIGHT

The Wakefield Coin and Stamp Centre
7 Silver Street, Wakefield. Tel. 72510

' CLOSED WEDNESDAY

'Under X A
Two

Flags'
4 St. Christopher's Place,

Wigmore Street, London W.l.

LATEST PUBLICATIONS 8i MODELS FROM:-
Arms & Armour, Almark, Blandford, Ian Allan, Pan, Sphere and
many others

Four new titles from Osprey, Gurkhas, Armies of the American War
1812-1814, British Army in America 1775-1783, Napoleon's Polish
Troops, at £1.50 plus P & P.

From Hinchliffe, Napoleonic dismounted Chasseur a Cheval with
horse, also 54mm. RHA 1815. sitting limber crew, and new.75mm.

Phoenix, 1/24th. metal models of 'Street Cries* Hot Chestnut Barrow,
Milk Float, Knife Grinder's Cart, also 54mm. Napoleonic Officers for
the Regency Series.

New Lanzknechts from Lasset, other quality models and accessories.
Labayen, Sanderson, Rose, Series 77, Men *0 War, Trophy,
Stadden, Historex, Minot, Garrison, Humbrol, Campaign Colours,
Imrie/Risley, Bugle & Guidon, H-R Products, Rubin, Vallance,
Superior Models. Valiant, Cavalier, together with finely painted
figures, small cameos and dioramas of impeccable standard.

t I Open Mon.-Sat. 10-6 p.m

WIGMORE STREET

®  s-s -

. c^ULlUfiL—
— OXFORD STREET —

Regret no lists
available but maH

orders supplied on
any specified items
U.K. and Overseas.



I"l

HINCHLIFFE MODELS LTD.
MELTHAM, HUDDERSFIELD, ENGLAND HD7 3NX

November 1974 additions to Range

25mm American War of Independence (AWI

Line Infantry, advancing

Line infantry, "make ready"

Line Infantry, charging

Line Infantry, Officer

Line Infantry, Drummer

Line Infantry, firing

Line Infantry, marching

Highlander (1775), charging

Highiander (1775), Officer

Indian advancing with musket

£
%

II

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AVAILABLE 50p FROM YOUR LOCAL STOCKIST OR 60p DIRECT FROM HINCHLIFFE MODELS LTD

■nwiMnBOi authenticHVmiMCUEj MILITARY COLOURSl/l/e recommend for all our products



TRADITION 25niil WAHGAME FIGURES PRESENTS...

THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR RANGE
Designed by David Scheinmann

The ultimate range of figures to satisfy the -requirements of the wargamer and the diorama

maker in re-creating the battles of the American Civil War. These finely detailed figures

are cast in white metal and are all available NOW.

the Union Arm/
DHIOH GENERAL STAFF

US1 General in full dress

0S2 General with field glasses
US3 Staff Officer with map

UNION INFANTRY

01 Officer advancing
02 Standard-bearer (NCO)
03 Druiaaer
0^ Private firing
05 Private advancing
06 Private marching
07 Private kneeling firing
08 Private advancing at high port
09 Private falling wounded

ZOUAVES (5th NEW YORK VOLS.)

0Z1 Officer advancing
UZ2 Standard-bearer

0Z3 Drummer
UZ^ Zouave firing
UZ5 Zouave advancing
0Z6 Zouave kneeling firing

BERDAN'S SHARPSHOOTERS

BS1 Officer advancing
BS2 Bugler

BS3 Private firing
BS4 Private advancing loading
BS5 Private kneeling firing

GARIBALDI GUARD (39th NEW YORK)

GQ1 Officer advancing
GG2 Private firing

G63 Private advancing
GG4 Private advancing high port
G05 Private kneeling firing

IRON BRIGADE

IB1 Officer advancing
IB2 S tanda rd-beare r

IB3 Drummer
IB4 Private firing
IB5 Private advancing high port
IB6 Private advancing
IB? Private kleeling firing

ONION ARTILLERY

A1 Officer with field glasses
A2 Gunner with ramrod

A3 Gunner with shot
Ak Gunner pulling lanyard

UNION CAVALRY (DISMOUNTED)

UC1 Officer pointing sabre
UC2 Guidon-bearer

UC5 Bugler
Uc4 Trooper firing carbine
UC5 Trooper carbine at high port
UC6 Trooper kneeling firing

UNION CAVALRY (MOUNTED)

UCM1 Officer charging with sabre
UCM2 Guidon-bearer

UCM5 Bugler
UCM^ Trooper charging with sabre
DCM5 Trooper charging with pistol
UCM6 Trooper firing carbine
DCM7 Trooper falling wounded
UCM8 Officer shouldered sabre

UCM9 Trooper shouldered sabre

RUSH'S LANCERS (MOUNTED)

ITCMIO Trooper charging with lance
0CM11 Trooper shouldered lance

the C.& Army
CONFEDERATE GENERAL STAFF

CS1 General Robert E. Lee
CS2 General J.E.B. Stuart

CS3 Officer with field glasses

CONFEDERATE INFANTRY

C1 Officer advancing
C2 Standard-bearer (officer)

C3 Drummer
C4 Private (hat) firing
C5 Private (kepi) advancing
C6 Private (hat) high port
C7 Private (hat) kneeling firing
C8 Private (kepi) firing
C9 Private (hat) advancing
ClO Private (kepi) high port
C11 Private (kepi) kneeling firing
C12 Private (hat) marching
C13 Private (hat) loading
C1^ Private falling wounded

CONFEDERATE ARTILLERY

A5 Officer waving kepi
a6 Gunner with ramrod

A7 Gunner with rope and bucket
a8 Gunner with case

CONFEDERATE ZOUAVES

Z1 Officer advancing
Z2 Zouave firing

Z3 Zouave advancing
Z4 Zouave kneeling firing
Z5 Zouave standard-bearer
Z6 Zouave drummer

CONFEDERATE CAVALRY (MOUNTED)

CCM1 Officer charging
CCM2 Guidon-bearer

CCM3 Bugler
CCn4 Trooper charging with sabre
CCM5 Trooper firing carbine
CCM6 Trooper falling wounded

CCM7 Officer shouldered sabre

CCmS Trooper shouldered sabre

TERRY'S TEXAS RANGERS (MOUNTED)

TRM1 Officer

TRM2 Ranger with shotgun
TRM3 Ranger with pistol

AND A NEW RANGE.

the Indian '^ns
UNITED STATES CAVALRY (MOUNTED)

IW1 Officer charging with sabre
IW2 Trooper firing pistol
IW3 Trooper with raised carbine
IW^ Trooper firing carbine

PLAINS INDIANS (MDONTED)

IW5 Chief with lance
IW6 Warrior with raided carbine
IW7 Warrior with club
IW8 Warrior firing carbine

PLAINS INDIANS (ON FOOT)

IW9 Warrior firing carbine
IW10 Warrior firing bow
IW11 Warrior with axe and knife
IW12 Warrior advancing

Horses are available in four
positions:
Standing, Walking, Cantering
and Charging.

Foot Figures 9p. Artillerymen lOp. Staff Officers and Standard-Bearers 12p.

Mounted Figures 21p. (horses 11p. riders lOp.)

Please add postage to all nail orders

TRADITION 88 PICCADILLY

Telephone 01-73^ 1352

LONDON W 1



CAnURETHE9ahRIHIMEN!fAirfix have just added
10 95th Rifleman to their
nagnificent Collectors
series.

So now you can construct
lis remarkable model and
apture in every detail al l

the excitement of the men who helped
defeat Napoleon at Waterloo!

This superb 54mm scale model
not only shows a 1 1 the deta i Is of the
uniform, but also comes complete"^jp^
with an exact replica of the
famous Baker Rifle,
Iteven contains optional
parts so that it can be
assembled i'^si^hera^^^fe/J
standing or kneeling

In fact the Airfix Collectors series
contains some of the finest historic

military models available.
2nd Dragoon -r i r i ±i

Take for example, the
British Hussars,
the 2nd Dragoon

(Royal Scots Greys), or
the Polish Lancer
(1st Reg. Lancer of the

al l really excellent kits care- L
fully model led to be exact in
every way. And al l produced
tothe incredibly high
standard of realism

The world's bissest range of construction kits.

DESLITH (Print & Design) LTD., 30 Queens Terrace, Southampton, England


